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Executive Summary
This Annual Operating Outlook (AOO) explores potential operating strategies under a range of
possible climatic conditions for the 2022-23 water year. This information assists water managers and
system operators to plan efficient river operations over the season and identify and manage risks to
river operations and water supply. The AOO is a key part of the broader river operations planning
process that is undertaken on an on-going basis by the MDBA. It is important to note that actual
operations will respond to observed conditions, regularly updated forecasts, and any constraints at
the time.
Six scenarios are investigated in this AOO. These assume that current wet conditions (as at June
2022) transition over the remainder of winter to ‘extreme dry’, ‘dry’, ‘moderate’, ‘near average’,
‘wet’ or to ‘very wet’ inflow conditions for the remainder of 2022-23. For each scenario, assumptions
around demands and losses were developed and plausible approaches were identified to operate the
system efficiently while meeting system constraints and operating rules.
River Murray System storage volume is high at the start of the water year. Dartmouth Reservoir is at
95% capacity and expected to fill in all scenarios except the ‘extreme dry’. Hume Dam and Menindee
Lakes are currently spilling and are forecast to do so until August 2022 at the earliest in the drier
scenarios. With the current BoM rainfall outlook favouring wetter conditions and high storage levels
throughout the system, widespread riverine flooding is a key operational risk in 2022-23.
The Menindee Lakes Storage contributes to the River Murray shared water resource and is available
to assist meet system demands when the volume increases above the 640 GL storage trigger (as set
out in the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement). This volume was reached in May 2021. The lakes remain
available to meet system demands and will continue to be available until falling below the 480 GL
storage trigger at which point the volume is no longer a part of the shared water resource. It is
anticipated that the lakes will remain above 480 GL storage volume throughout the 2022-23 water
year in all but the ‘extreme dry’ scenario in which the MDBA can no longer request releases from late
autumn. Conversely, in the ‘very wet’ scenario the lakes remain high and spilling throughout the
water year.
As inflows subside, storage levels are expected to decline across summer as water is released to
meet regulated system demands. Transfers from Dartmouth to Hume Reservoir to balance the
overall risk of spill between storages without impacting water availability are assumed in the ‘nearaverage’ and drier cases from summer onward. Only in the ‘extreme dry’ scenario will bulk transfers
from Dartmouth to Hume be required to support system demands.
As the River Murray System returns to fully regulated conditions, the MDBA will commence releases
from the Menindee Lakes to meet demands as early as September in the ‘extreme dry’ case.
Releases from Menindee Lakes will be actively managed to minimise the volume of water stored in
the bottom lakes (Lakes Menindee and Cawndilla), and maximise water stored in the upper lakes
(Lakes Wetherell and Pamamaroo). Releases from Menindee Lakes will be undertaken in accordance
with the agreed operating rules. Environmental Water Holders (EWHs) plan to use environmental
entitlements to maintain releases from Lake Cawndilla to the Great Darling Anabranch during
summer and autumn.
Menindee Lakes transfers, a relatively high Lake Victoria storage level and Inter Valley Trades will be
able to meet demands in the lower River Murray. Releases from Hume Dam downstream will be
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necessary to meet water for the environment requirements and consumptive demands upstream of
Wentworth Weir. Additionally, Hume to Lake Victoria transfers are required in the drier cases to
support Lake Victoria storage levels across the peak demand period and to meet the end May
minimum reserve to be held in Lake Victoria.
In the ‘near-average’ and drier scenarios, significant volumes of water for the environment are
released from storages on behalf of environmental water holders to meet ecological objectives along
the River Murray, the Coorong, and the Murray Mouth. In the wetter scenarios, delivery of water for
the environment may be limited due to high River Murray unregulated flows.
The risk of a system shortfall is very low as the Menindee Lakes are available to help meet River
Murray System demands. However, the availability of Menindee Lakes reduces releases from Hume,
potentially lowering river levels along the Murray upstream of the Darling junction. Lower flows
provide less buffer against short-term spikes in demand, elevating the risk of a delivery shortfall.
The MDBA will regularly review the risk of shortfall in line with the River Murray Shortfall Response
Plan (SRP) as endorsed by the Basin Officials Committee. If the risk of shortfall exceeds the trigger
levels in the Shortfall Response Plan the MDBA in conjunction with the Water Liaison Working Group
will undertake the relevant actions as outlined in the plan.
Full South Australian Entitlement has been secured for 2022-23 under normal water sharing
arrangements and has been allowed across all scenarios.
A formal update to this outlook will be published after the end of October and at other times if
deemed appropriate by the MDBA.
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1 Introduction
The River Murray System Annual Operating Outlook (AOO) for the 2022–23 water year (1 June 2022
to 31 May 2023) describes the operational activities for the River Murray System (the system) that
may occur under a number of inflow scenarios for 2022–23.
The purpose of this document is to set out and help plan for the range of operational activities that
may be expected in 2022-23. In addition, it provides a high-level guide for river operations, assists
with environmental water planning and can be used to communicate to river users how the system
may affect them in 2022–23.
This document is an outlook - subject to change - and is a key part of the broader river operations
planning process that is undertaken on an on-going basis by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority
(MDBA). It is not a pre-determined or strictly followed plan. This is because the system is not
operated to follow one set annual plan, but rather, operations will respond to observed conditions
and routinely updated forecasts in order to meet general and specific objectives and outcomes,
and other requirements set by states, along with the requirements set out in the Murray-Darling
Basin Agreement and the Basin Plan.
The operational scenarios in this outlook have been prepared by the MDBA with input, including
review of assumptions, from the Australian Government and the states of New South Wales, Victoria
and South Australia through MDBA’s Water Liaison Working Group (WLWG).
Information in this outlook is set out as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 1 – A brief description of the legislative framework relevant to the operation of the
River Murray System
Chapter 2 – Key objectives, system attributes and constraints in operations
Chapter 3 – Potential water availability
Chapter 4 – System status as of June 2022
Chapter 5 – Annual Operating Scenarios
Chapter 6 – Scenario Results
Chapter 7 – Delivery Risks
Chapter 8 – Known maintenance, construction and community events
Chapter 9 – Advice on where to find further information on the River Murray System

It is important to note that the actual conditions that occur in the 2022-23 water year will not follow
a single scenario. This is in-part driven by the Basin’s highly variable climate where one month can be
wet followed by a month of dry. Other variables include the patterns of environmental water
delivery and use. Although alternative conditions and operations not described in this AOO could
occur, the envelope of ‘extreme dry’ to ‘very wet’ scenarios examined indicate the likely breadth of
potential river operations in the 2022-23 water year. Operational analysis of the scenarios also
provides key insight into potential pressure points, opportunities and risks to be navigated as the
year progresses.
The AOO will be formally reviewed by the WLWG after end-October 2022 data has been
incorporated and scenarios and assumptions reviewed and updated by MDBA. The jurisdictions
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regularly discuss system planning, through the WLWG, and account for actual conditions as the
season progresses in order to fine-tune system operations. The AOO will be updated if there are
significant changes.
At the opening of each water year the MDBA undertakes a formal planning process with the WLWG.
At its meeting on 11 July 2022, the WLWG noted that:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Dartmouth, Hume and Menindee storages are very high for this time of year, with Hume
and Menindee already spilling at the start of the water year. Catchments across the Basin
are relatively wet, and the Bureau of Meteorology’s (BoM) 3-month outlook is for above
median rainfall; therefore, there is an increased risk of flood operations at Dartmouth and
Hume Reservoirs and Yarrawonga Weir. The current flood operations at Menindee Lakes are
undertaken by WaterNSW. Headwater storages are also high in the Murrumbidgee and
Goulburn valleys, increasing the chance of elevated inflows to the Murray from these
systems.
While not guaranteed, there is an increased chance of widespread riverine flooding along
the River Murray System.
Harmony operations of Dartmouth and Hume Reservoirs are expected in the ‘near-average’
and drier cases to balance the risk of spill between the storages, without impacting overall
water availability.
Bulk transfers from Dartmouth to Hume Reservoir are only expected in the ‘extreme dry’
scenario. However, transfers from Hume Reservoir to Lake Victoria are likely to be
undertaken in the ‘moderate’ and drier scenarios. Barmah Choke bypass options, such as
transfers via Murray Irrigation Limited (MIL) escapes, are assumed in the ‘near-average’ and
drier cases to balance the delivery pressures between the Murray and Edward rivers.
An overbank watering of the Barmah-Millewa Forest is assumed under all scenarios, based
on advice from environmental water holders (EWHs). Large releases of water for the
environment from Hume Reservoir are likely, particularly in the ‘moderate’ and drier
scenarios as operational flows are lower.
EWHs plan to undertake a directed release up to 100 GL from Lake Victoria while River
Murray flows are unregulated, debited as the volume the lake is below FSL at the end of the
unregulated flow period.
The MDBA will aim to operate within the Victorian Government's revised operating rules
and 2022-23 operating plan for the delivery of water from the Goulburn Valley IVT account.
Unregulated flow to South Australia is expected to persist until at least September in the
‘extreme dry’ and ‘dry’ scenarios and significant unregulated flows may eventuate in the
‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenarios.
Releases from Menindee Lakes will be managed in line with the MDBA’s operating
requirements (see section 2.1) to balance:
o delivering water entitlements and water orders while minimising undesirable
transmission losses,
o people and community, and
o the environment.
System shortfall risks are anticipated to be low, with Menindee Lakes available to assist in
meeting River Murray System demands. Delivery shortfall risks are anticipated to be
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manageable, however the availability of Menindee Lakes reduces the transfer requirements
from Hume, which in turn reduces the buffer against short term spikes in demand upstream
of Wentworth Weir.
LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
The MDBA coordinates the operation of the River Murray System to provide water to the states of
New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia in accordance with the Commonwealth Water Act
2007 (Act), and the Murray–Darling Basin Agreement (‘the Agreement’) which is a schedule to the
Act.
State water entitlement volumes are determined in accordance with Part XII of the Agreement –
Distribution of Waters, and operations are undertaken in accordance with decisions of the Murray‒
Darling Basin Ministerial Council and the Basin Officials Committee. In this respect, the MDBA acts on
behalf of the joint governments in operating the River Murray System to meet their requirements.
This AOO is consistent with the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Act 2007 including the Murray–Darling Basin Agreement
Relevant decisions of Ministerial Council and Basin Officials Committee
Objectives and Outcomes for River Operations in the River Murray System as determined by
the Basin Officials Committee
The Basin Plan 2012 (in particular Chapters 9 and 11)
MDBA corporate plan
MDBA asset management plan
MDBA asset agreement
States’ policies and laws
Memoranda of understanding with State Constructing Authorities.

The AOO has regard to:
•
•
•
•
•

Basin annual environmental watering priorities
Priorities of the Southern Connected Basin Environmental Watering Committee
The MDBA environmental water coordination operational scenarios
Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder environmental watering plans
Southern Basin State environmental watering plans (where provided).

As per the Objectives and Outcomes for River Operations in the River Murray System (‘O&O’)
subclause 7(1), in the event of any conflict between the above documents, including this AOO, the
MDBA will seek the advice of relevant jurisdictions’ WLWG representatives.
KEY DIFFERENCES TO LAST YEAR’S ANNUAL OPERATING OUTLOOK
The Annual Operating Outlook aims to cover a large range of potential future inflow and demand
conditions that might be observed and their implications on system operations and water availability.
Some of the key differences between last year’s Annual Operating Outlook and this year’s outlook
are:
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•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Headwater storage levels (Dartmouth and Hume Reservoirs and Menindee Lakes storage) are
significantly higher than this time last year. The BoM outlook across the Basin for higher than
median rainfall for the remainder of winter and spring is similar to 2021-22, but there is a
much higher risk of all headwater storages continuing to spill, possibly at significantly rates
for extended periods. Flood operations are therefore likely in the River Murray System.
Harmony operation of Dartmouth and Hume Reservoirs is expected under ‘near-average’ and
drier scenarios and will be based on balancing the risk of spill between the two reservoirs,
guided by input from WLWG.
Yarrawonga Weir commenced the year drawn down by 5 metres (120.173 m AHD) and will
be refilled during July 2022.
With the Menindee Lakes storage in surcharge and forecast to continue spilling, the MDBA is
able to call on releases throughout 2022-23 to help meet River Murray System demands
under all scenarios.
The availability of Menindee Lakes reduces the system shortfall risk significantly.
Under all scenarios, EWHs are expected to order a directed release of up to 100 GL from Lake
Victoria while the River Murray System is unregulated.
South Australia receives full Entitlement in all cases, and flow across the border is expected
to be greater than normal Entitlement across the water year due to unregulated tributary
flows, Additional Dilution Flow, returns of water for the environment from sites upstream
and trades.

2 Objectives and constraints
2.1 Key objectives
The Australian Government and the governments of New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia,
via the Basin Officials Committee (BOC), have responsibility for high-level decision-making in relation
to river operations. They perform this by setting objectives and outcomes for the MDBA. The
document entitled “Objectives and Outcomes for River Operations in the River Murray System”
(O&O) can be found on the MDBA website.
The following general objectives for carrying out river operations have been set by the BOC. The
objectives, documented in the O&O and as listed below, reflect the requirement of river operations
to balance the competing needs of the system on a day-to-day basis.
Water storage and delivery and accounting — To operate the River Murray System efficiently and
effectively in order to deliver state water entitlements, while conserving water and minimising
undesirable losses; and to maximise the water available to the Southern Basin states, after providing
for operating commitments in the River Murray System.
River Murray Operations (RMO) assets — To ensure that RMO assets allow MDBA to manage and
deliver water that is fit for the purpose for which it is to be used, efficiently, effectively and safely.
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People and communities — To contribute to the safety of communities along the River Murray as
well as the economic, social, environmental and cultural activities and values of people using the
River Murray System.
Environment — To contribute to the protection and, where possible, restoration of priority
environmental assets and ecosystem functions within the River Murray System.
Communication and information management — To ensure that MDBA, in operating the River
Murray System: (i) uses the best available data, tools and systems; (ii) keeps all stakeholders with an
interest in the MDBA's river operations well informed of its plans and activities; (iii) acts
transparently; and (iv) is accountable for its actions in accordance with the Agreement.
The O&O requires if, on any occasion, the MDBA is unable to achieve one or more of the objectives
above, in whole or in part, because of a conflict between those objectives and one or more other
objectives, the MDBA shall consult with the jurisdictions. The MDBA will aim to achieve an
appropriate balance between conflicting objectives, taking into consideration the prevailing
circumstances, in accordance with the advice or decision of the jurisdictions.
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2.2 System attributes
Key attributes of the River Murray System are: considerable variability of both inflows and usage;
weir pool operations; long flow travel times; and system constraints such as the Barmah Choke. The
ways in which these attributes affect system operations are discussed below.
Variability of both inflows and usage. Operation of the River Murray System occurs in the context of
considerable variability. More specifically:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Australia has one of the most variable climates and hydrological regimes in the world. This is
evident in the River Murray System where rainfall is highly variable, and temperatures can
range from sub zero to near 50 degrees Celsius. Inflows are variable, ranging between years
with inflows less than 1,000 GL to years with inflows over 40,000 GL.
Accurately predicting temperatures, rainfall and stream flows is difficult. While inherently
uncertain, short-term rainfall, temperature and inflow forecasts by the BoM are continuing
to improve and provide important support to MDBA in making operational decisions.
Medium-term rainfall forecasts and streamflow forecasts are also improving and serve as a
useful guide to what might happen in the future.
Climate change is adding another layer of complexity to operations. The River Murray System
has experienced record-breaking droughts, summer floods, and extreme temperatures
during the last two decades. The BoM reports that southeast Australia has experienced a
decline in late autumn and early winter rainfall since the mid-1990s. Operational planning
has traditionally relied on observed historical inflow and demand patterns as a foundation.
Such observations may no longer represent the variability of future seasons. The MDBA is
working closely with the BoM to optimise the use of dynamic streamflow forecasts based on
global climate models, to complement and enhance baseline information from historical
inflow sequences. The MDBA also use recent trends in the last 10 and 20 years of
hydrological and climate data for planning purposes to help guide decision making (see
section 5.2).
Consumptive and environmental demand patterns along the River Murray System are
constantly evolving. The MDBA together with the WLWG will continue to monitor trends in
demand patterns and adjust operations accordingly. Advice on expected irrigation water use
is sourced from each state, who tap into local water authority insight into local irrigation
activity. Advice on future possible environmental watering activities is obtained through the
Southern Connected Basin Environmental Watering Committee (SCBEWC) (a committee of
collective environmental water holders) as well as the states.
The water market continues to facilitate water moving to highest value use, which is driven
by a range of factors such as water availability and commodity prices. The impact of trade on
the timing and location of water demand is still highly variable but is becoming clearer with
time as farm businesses respond.
The volume and location of water carried over from year to year varies as entitlement
holders utilise carryover policies.
The volume of water entitlements available for environmental purposes has significantly
increased and the timing and location of use is expected to vary greatly between years
depending on ecological needs and natural flow triggers. This variability is difficult to
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•

•

encapsulate in the operational outlooks, so a range of plausible watering assumptions have
been used to test the ability of the system to meet these needs.
There may be short-term issues along the river, which are difficult to foresee, that can
require a rapid response. Some issues affecting river operations develop within weeks (e.g.
blue–green algal blooms), or within days (e.g. a sudden increase in salinity, or fish deaths due
to poor water quality). Some of these issues can potentially be mitigated by river operations,
particularly in years when water is relatively abundant.
Very rarely, there are emergency asset management activities carried out that require an
immediate response.

System flow constraints and considerations. At various locations in the River Murray System there
are flow constraints (such as ‘channel capacity’ - the maximum desired flow rate at a point in the
river) and considerations (such as seasonal or preferred maximum flow targets, maximum rates of fall
in the river level resulting from storage release reductions, and minimum flow targets that are also
factored into operational decision making and planning) which may apply during periods of regulated
releases and which, if breached, may have social and environmental impacts depending on
magnitude and timing. Some of these constraints and considerations include:
•

•

•

•

•
•

Mitta Mitta River downstream of Dartmouth Reservoir: Regulated releases are limited to
those that result in a maximum 3.4 m local gauge height at Tallandoon. This currently
equates to a rated flow of approximately 9,800 ML/day (note: flows above 5,000 ML/day for
sustained periods have been identified to cause bank erosion downstream of Snowy Creek
and are sought to be minimised).
Hume Reservoir to Yarrawonga Weir: The reach from Hume Reservoir to Yarrawonga Weir is
able to carry up to 25,000 ML/day of regulated flow, measured at Doctors Point, before
affecting any landholders.
Yarrawonga Weir to the Barmah Choke: When watering of the Barmah–Millewa Forest is not
desirable, regulated releases from Yarrawonga Weir are limited to those that result in a
water level of 2.6 m at the Picnic Point Gauge (a river location within the Barmah-Millewa
Forest). This currently corresponds to a release measured downstream of Yarrawonga Weir
in the range of 9,000 to 9,500 ML/day depending on irrigation diversions and return flows in
the reach of river between Yarrawonga Weir and Picnic Point (see Section 6.4). When
watering of the Barmah–Millewa Forest is desirable, current operational rules allow for
regulated releases of up to a maximum of 3.3 m at the Tocumwal Gauge (~18,000 ML/day
downstream of Yarrawonga Weir) as described in the O&O document subject to a range of
conditions, requirements, and timing. However, regulated releases usually target up to a
3.0 m gauge height at Tocumwal (~15,000 ML/day downstream of Yarrawonga Weir).
Edward River and Gulpa Creek offtakes (located near Picnic Point on the River Murray):
Edward River offtake is limited to 1,600 ML/day and the Gulpa Creek offtake is limited to
250 ML/day (reduced from 350 ML/day due to erosion in the Gulpa Creek).
Edward River Escape: 2,400 ML/day between May and November and 2,100 ML/day during
irrigation season to allow for rain rejection.
Inlet to Lake Victoria (Frenchmans Creek): Inlet capacity is limited to 10,000 ML/day to
reduce erosion in Frenchman’s Creek, however capacity declines as Lake Victoria approaches
Full Supply Level.
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•

•
•
•

Outlet from Lake Victoria (Rufus River): Outlet capacity is limited to 10,000 ML/day
depending on river and lake levels (although at rates above 7,000–8,000 ML/day, erosion
along the Rufus River needs to be considered).
Edward River downstream of Stevens Weir: Flow limit of 2,700 ML/day (not applicable when
watering of Werai Forest is desirable).
Lower Darling River downstream of the Menindee Lakes: Flow limit of 9,000 ML/day.
Outlet to lower Darling River from Lake Menindee: Flow is limited to a maximum of
4,000 ML/day but capacity decreases below this as the level in Lake Menindee drops towards
dead storage.

The constraints listed above are upper limits that are targeted to not be exceeded by normal river
operations.
The coordination of inflows. The operation of the River Murray System occurs in coordination with:
•

•

•
•

Snowy Hydro Limited, which controls releases from the Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric
Scheme into the upper Murray River. Under the Snowy Water Licence, Snowy Hydro Limited
has substantial flexibility over the pattern of releases.
Regulated tributary inflows, particularly the Goulburn River in Victoria (operated by
Goulburn-Murray Water) and the Murrumbidgee River and Billabong Creek in New South
Wales (operated by WaterNSW). This also includes the delivery of water held in IVT accounts
as a result of water trade from these tributaries to the Murray.
Largely unregulated tributary inflows, such as from the Kiewa and Ovens catchments.
The Darling River in New South Wales, including any operations of the Menindee Lakes when
directed by New South Wales (see Section 6.7).

Coordination of inflows is important, as water released from storages within the MDBA’s control
needs to be managed in conjunction with other regulated and unregulated inflows to the system in
order to optimise outcomes and ensure efficient water use.
Weir pool operations. Drawing down or raising weir pools has become a more common practice at
an increasing number of weirs in recent years to assist in meeting environmental and water delivery
objectives. Varying weir pool levels can be disruptive for local communities that often have
experienced near constant weir pool levels for long periods of time. Variation of weir pool levels is
expected to increase in frequency in the future for a range of purposes, with a key reason being to
achieve improved ecological outcomes (discussed further in Section 5.9.4).
Long flow travel times. During regulated flow conditions, it takes on average 22 days for releases
from Hume Dam to reach Lake Victoria. The reliability of weather forecasts declines rapidly after one
week.
Downstream of headwater storages, Lake Victoria is the major re-regulation storage available to
regulate tributary inflows. Water can also be re-regulated in weir pools along the River Murray, but
this is limited by the relatively small storage capacity of weir pools.
The combination of long travel times and potential for limited opportunities for re-regulation, if Lake
Victoria storage is high for example, may limit the level of control that the MDBA has over the flow
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regime in much of the River Murray. This is particularly apparent in years of average and high
tributary inflows.
For example, a ‘rain rejection’ can result if water orders are cancelled due to significant rainfall along
the river and the cancellation occurs after the water has already been released from storage. The
storage releases combined with tributary inflows may lead to overbank flows particularly in the
Barmah–Millewa Forest (discussed further in Section 6.4).
In contrast, when hot and dry weather is more extreme or persistent than forecast, higher than
expected consumptive use, evaporation and other transmission losses may occur. This can result in
relatively low river levels downstream of high use areas and the possibility of not fully supplying
water demands at one or more parts of the system. Water stored in weir pools may be drawn on to
assist with short term spikes in demand, however the capacity to do so is limited (discussed further in
Section 7.3).
During unregulated flow conditions, such as during flooding, flow travel times can increase. High
flows inundate greater areas of the river channel and adjacent floodplains, wetlands and
anabranches that are not usually connected during regulated flows. As these sites fill up there is a
delay in rising water levels. Then, as the flood passes, river levels take longer to fall away as water
slowly drains back into the main river channel. This process can occur at many locations along the
length of the river. As such, it can take longer than the usual 22 days for higher flows or a flood to
move through the system.
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3 Review of 2021-22 system
inflows and storage levels
3.1 River Murray System inflows
River Murray System inflows during the 2021-22 water year (not including releases from the Snowy
Mountains Scheme, inter-valley transfer deliveries of consumptive and environmental allocations
and Menindee inflows) were approximately 10,870 GL (Figure 1). This inflow volume is around
double the volume recorded for the same period in 2020-21 and around 3,550 GL more than the
long-term median inflow volume.

Figure 1: River Murray System inflows—water year totals (to end May) since 1892. Black dashed line shows the long term
median for 130 years on record. The red dashed line shows the 2021-22 inflows compared with all years on record.
Note: inflows exclude Menindee inflows, Snowy Mountains Scheme releases, and inter-valley transfers of consumptive and
environmental allocations, and are based on modelled current conditions.

Menindee Lakes were a part of the shared resource for the entire 2021-22 water year as
intermittent, but significant, inflows persisted throughout the water year. Approximately 4,810 GL
was recorded flowing past the Darling River gauge at Wilcannia upstream of Menindee Lakes during
the water year.
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Figure 2: River Murray System inflows June 2021 to May 2022, compared with 2020-21 and long-term averages.
Note: the 10-year average monthly inflow provides a comparison of more recent inflows compared with the long-term
average monthly inflow based on the complete historical record of inflows.

3.2 Additional tributary water from InterValley Trade Accounts
In addition to water in River Murray System storages and tributary inflows used to meet River
Murray System commitments, the MDBA works with relevant state agencies to deliver water traded
from Victorian and New South Wales tributary sources to the Murray. This is known as delivery of
inter-valley trade (IVT) account water.
Since the delivery of water from the IVT accounts commenced in 2004, the volume of use has
increased considerably. The 2020-21 water year recorded the highest combined delivery of
Murrumbidgee and Goulburn valley IVT accounts, with 515 GL of traded water delivered to the River
Murray System. Conversely, during the 2021-22 water year the combined IVT delivery volume was
the lowest called since the establishment of the IVT accounts (see Figure 3) due to the long periods
of spill from Hume Dam, Menindee Lakes and the Murrumbidgee System resulting in extended
periods of unregulated flow along the Murray.
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Figure 3: Historical deliveries of IVT from the Goulburn and Murrumbidgee valleys.

Goulburn Valley
In recent years, large volumes of IVT water have been delivered from the Goulburn Valley as a result
of water allocation trades from the Goulburn to the Murray Valley (Figure 3). This has included
delivery of significant volumes over summer at sustained high rates. The Goulburn-Broken
Catchment Management Authority has identified this is detrimental to both riparian vegetation and
river bank condition along the lower Goulburn River.
For the 2021-22 water year the Victorian Government developed an interim operating plan for
delivery of IVT from the Goulburn valley. The interim plan specified maximum permissible flows for
IVT delivery with the aim of limiting environmental degradation of the lower Goulburn River.
As of 1 June 2021, the Goulburn IVT account balance was approximately 120 GL, meaning there was
120 GL of resource available to the Murray held in the Goulburn Valley storages. However, given wet
conditions and sustained unregulated flows, only a small volume of Goulburn IVT was delivered over
the 2021-22 water year with a total of 7.5 GL being delivered in January 2022 to help meet
downstream minimum flow requirements. This volume was significantly below the default deliveries
outlined in the interim operating plan. By the end of May 2022, the Goulburn IVT balance had grown
to 291 GL.
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Murrumbidgee Valley
By early July in the 2021-22 water year, net trade between the Murrumbidgee and Murray valleys
had resulted in a trade balance of 99 GL, closing trade to the Murray and providing water for the
MDBA to call from the Murrumbidgee IVT if required.
Due to high inflows that generated prolonged unregulated flows, the MDBA did not call any
Murrumbidgee IVT during the 2021-22 water year. The balance of around 100 GL held in
Murrumbidgee storages was deemed by New South Wales DPE to have spilled in November 2021
and entered the Murray as unregulated tributary inflow. At this point in time New South Wales
Murray allocations were at maximum levels while Murrumbidgee allocations were below maximum
levels, meaning the spill of Murrumbidgee IVT (a Murray resource) did not impact Murray allocation
while enabling the Murrumbidgee resource to improve.
Following the spill of IVT, trade out of the Murrumbidgee Valley briefly reopened and closed once
the IVT balance again reached 100 GL. By the end of May 2022, trade out of the Murrumbidgee
remained closed with 127 GL remaining in the Murrumdbigee IVT account that the MDBA can call
during 2022-23.

3.3 Active storage
Figure 4 shows the sum of active storage in Dartmouth and Hume Reservoirs, Lake Victoria and the
Menindee Lakes. Menindee Lakes only contributes to MDBA active storage when the Menindee
storage volume is available as a shared resource.
MDBA active storage on 1 June 2021 was 4,529 GL, compared with the long-term average for that
time of year of 5,089 GL (Figure 4). Of this volume, 53% was held in Dartmouth Reservoir, 30% in
Hume Reservoir, 4% in Lake Victoria and 13% in the Menindee Lakes System. The active storage
increased over winter and spring, reaching around 8,150 GL by the end of November 2021. For the
remainder of the water year the volume ranged between around 7,700 GL and 8,200 GL, well above
the long-term average. At the end of May 2022, the MDBA active storage was 8,019 GL. Of this
volume, 44% was held in Dartmouth Reservoir, 34% in Hume Reservoir, 3% in Lake Victoria and 18%
in the Menindee Lakes System. At the start of the 2022-23 water year, MDBA active storage was one
of the highest starting volumes recorded since Dartmouth Dam was completed in 1979.
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Figure 4: MDBA active storage June 2005 to end May 2022. This graph shows the sum of active storage in Dartmouth and
Hume Reservoirs, Lake Victoria and the Menindee Lakes. Menindee Lakes only contributes to MDBA active storage when the
storage volume is available as a shared resource.

3.4 Menindee Lakes
Following 3 years of almost no inflow, inflow into the Menindee Lakes recommenced in March 2020.
Intermittent but significant inflows have continued since. On 7 May 2021, the total combined
Menindee Lakes storage passed the 640 GL storage trigger and has remained above this volume since
then. In accordance with the Agreement, surpassing this trigger returned the Menindee Lakes
storage to being part of the shared resource with its water once again available to supply River
Murray System demands.
By the end of May 2022, Menindee Lakes Storage was in a second period of spill for the water year
with the volume reaching around 1,950 GL on 31 May, exceeding the FSL volume of 1,730 GL (Figure
5). This volume was distributed across the system with 232 GL held in Lake Wetherell, 314 GL in Lake
Pamamaroo, 708 GL in Lake Menindee and 689 GL in Lake Cawndilla.
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Figure 5: Total combined Menindee Lakes Storage across 2021-22 water year with Menindee upper and lower reserve
targets (640 GL and 480 GL storage trigger) showing the system was a part of the shared resource for the whole of the
2021-22 water year. Note the two periods where storage volume exceeds Full Supply Level (ie. periods of spill) reflecting
the significant inflow volumes over the twelve month period to 31 May 2022.
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4 System status as of 1 June 2022
4.1 Active storage
The active storage in the MDBA’s reservoirs on 1 June 2022 is summarised in Table 1.
Table 1: Storage in MDBA major reservoirs on 1 June 2022.

Major storage

Total
capacity
(GL)

Active
capacity
(GL)

Total
water in
storage
(GL)

Percentage
of total
capacity (%)

Total active
water in
storage
available to
the MDBA
(GL)**

Percent of
total active
storage
held in
each
storage (%)

Dartmouth
Reservoir

3,856

3,785

3,615

94

3,544

44.1

Hume Reservoir

3,005

2,982

2,776

92

2,753

34.3

677

577

363

54

263

3.3

Menindee Lakes*

1,731

1,251

1,947

112

1,467

18.3

River Murray
System total

9,269

8,595

8,701

94

8,027

100

Lake Victoria

*Menindee Lakes may be surcharged to 2,050 GL under certain circumstances. New South Wales has sole
access to water when the storage falls below 480 GL. MDBA regains access to water when the storage next
reaches 640 GL.
**Total volume of active water in storage only includes the volume of active storage in Menindee Lakes when
MDBA has access to water in Menindee Lakes.

4.2 Starting inter-valley trade balances
In addition to active storage, an IVT balance of approximately 127 GL was available from the
Murrumbidgee valley on 1 June 2022 with trade out of the Murrumbidgee valley closed.
The IVT balance in the Goulburn system was approximately 205 GL by end June 2022.The Victorian
Government has recently introduced a new long-term trade rule for Goulburn to Murray inter-valley
trade that will replace the interim rule that was in place over the 2021-22 water year. The long-term
trade rule came into effect on 1 July 2022. More information on the rule is provided in sections 5.6.1
and 7.3.3.
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4.3 Snowy Hydro reservoirs
Whilst not counted as a Murray resource, the storage levels in the Snowy Mountains reservoirs
operated by Snowy Hydro Limited provide an indication of the likely releases from the Scheme to the
Murray system. The volume stored as of 1 July 2022 was relatively high, with Lake Eucumbene (the
primary reservoir) at 41% capacity (higher than the 25% capacity volume for the same time last year)
and Lake Jindabyne at 90%. In general, the volume the Snowy Scheme is required to deliver to the
Murray increases with increasing inflow to Snowy storages.

4.4 Critical human water needs and
conveyance reserve
The River Murray System is currently in ‘Tier 1’ conditions. This means 'normal' water sharing
arrangements apply.
Tier 1 water sharing arrangements apply when there is enough water available to operate the river
for the year (conveyance water) and meet critical human water needs (New South Wales 61 GL,
Victoria 77 GL and South Australia 204 GL).
Under Tier 1 arrangements, States must also set aside a collective conveyance reserve of 225 GL for
the following year. The reserve is to safeguard the delivery of next year’s critical human water needs
in case extremely dry conditions prevail. The full conveyance reserve for 2022-23 has been met.
Tier 1 water sharing arrangements are expected to continue for 2022-23. Furthermore, the BoM’s
current outlook for wetter than median conditions for the remainder of winter and early spring
suggest there is likely to be enough inflows to storage to sustain Tier 1 into 2023-24. If conditions
turn dry, the MDBA will liaise with partner governments to monitor risks and adjust plans in the
knowledge that drought security is reliant on forward planning and the management of reserves.
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5 Annual Operating Scenarios
5.1 Scenario approach and assumptions
There are many variables that affect water availability which are inherently difficult to forecast (refer
to Section 2.2). These variables include rainfall, soil moisture, inflows, system losses and water user
demands. To account for the difficulties in accurately forecasting future water availability and water
user demands, 6 operational scenarios are provided in this outlook. In broad terms, the 6 operational
scenarios cover the likely range of conditions and operations that may occur in 2022-23.
Key assumptions in the scenarios include system inflows, conveyance losses, storage losses,
environmental demands, and consumptive demands. Key assumptions for the 6 scenarios are
summarised in Table 2, and discussed in detail in the following sections.
System inflows include assumptions regarding releases from the Snowy Scheme, unregulated inflows
into Dartmouth and Hume Reservoirs and tributary inflows (including the Kiewa, Ovens, Goulburn,
Murrumbidgee, and lower Darling Rivers).
The ‘environment’ is a relatively new and large ‘customer’ in the system. The pattern of
environmental water demands is varied and different to consumptive (e.g. irrigation) demands. This
presents a new challenge for annual operations planning. The assumptions on environmental water
demands included in each of the scenarios are based on discussions and advice from EWHs through
the SCBEWC. The main EWHs in the Murray and Darling systems are the Commonwealth
Environmental Water Holder, the Victorian Environmental Water Holder (VEWH), the New South
Wales Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (New South Wales DPE) and The Living
Murray Initiative.
All scenarios start with the actual system conditions as of 1 June 2022 and assume Tier 1 water
sharing arrangements. Water availability is calculated in accordance with the water sharing
provisions of the Murray–Darling Basin Agreement using water data available as of 1 June 2022, the
annual assessment model (a simulation model of the system) and the assumptions for each scenario.
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Table 2: Key assumptions in each 2022-23 scenario

Item

Type

Extrem
e dry
(GL)

Dry
(GL)

Moderat
e (GL)

Near
average
(GL)

Wet
(GL)

Very
wet
GL)

Active MDBA storage on 1 June
2022

Input

8,027

Water available from IVT
Accounts as of 1 June 2022 (end
July 2022)*

Input

128 GL Murrumbidgee Valley IVT
(205 GL Goulburn Valley IVT)

Inflows from upstream of Albury
(including Snowy Scheme release
assumptions)^

Input

3,260
(2,250)

3,390
(2,970)

3,920
(3,640)

4,570
(4,380)

5,610

6,970

Inflows from upstream of
Menindee

Input

2,080

2,350

2,840

3,980

6,100

9,520

Inflows from Victorian tributaries
(excluding e-water, IVT)

Input

154

220

390

870

1,560

2,610

Inflows from New South Wales
tributaries+
(excluding e-water, IVT)

Input

980

1,240

1,450

1,870

2,320

3,460

System transfers through MIL
infrastructure

Input

120

110

100

100

60

0

Murray stem conveyance losses
upstream of South Australian
Border **

Commitment

-660

-800

-845

-1,060

-1,310

-1,630

Conveyance losses along lower
Darling River ** (additional to
Murray stem conveyance losses)

Commitment

-440

-460

-510

-620

-850

-1,430

Conveyance Reserve for
2023-24**

Commitment

Storage losses upstream of the
South Australian Border ** #

Commitment

-1,090

-1,160

-1,210

Supply of South Australian
Dilution and Loss Entitlement**

Commitment

Supply of Additional Dilution
Flow to South Australia

Commitment

-580

-640

-680

-790

-1,100

-1,100

Unregulated flow to South
Australia ##

Commitment

-2,490

-2,740

-3,660

-5,620

-8,100

-13,880

Minimum reserve for
2023-24

Commitment

-835

-835

-835

-835

-835

-835

Total

7,000

8,200

8,800

9,500

10,440

10,970

Approximate water allocated to
New South Wales, Victoria and
South Australia (rounded) ***
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^ Snowy Scheme releases are assumed to increase as inflow scenario increases.
+ Lower Darling counted as a New South Wales tributary flow when Menindee not a shared resource.
* Represents the starting volume available in Goulburn and Murrumbidgee valleys with updated volume as at early July,
however larger volumes may be assumed to be delivered across the year due to likely subsequent trade to the Murray.
** A negative value indicates water to be set aside or assigned to a conveyance reserve or loss commitment.
# These volumes are higher than the 150 GL storage loss set aside under the Basin Plan as a component of the
‘conveyance’ required to deliver critical human water needs (CHWN). The minimum under the Basin Plan assumes there is
only enough water in storage in Hume to supply the water set aside for CHWN. The volumes in storage in the 6 scenarios
for the AOO are considerably higher than this, resulting in higher evaporative losses.
## Unregulated flow is displayed as a negative value because it is in excess of demands at the time but it cannot be stored
and so does not contribute to meeting system demand. Approximately 2,000 GL of unregulated flow has passed the SA
border in June and July 2022.
***Resources minus non-consumptive commitments. Includes carryover water and South Australia’s Storage Right (see
Section 5.7).

5.2 Inflow scenarios
The 6 scenarios considered in this outlook are labelled according to the assumed River Murray
System inflows, including Darling inflows (i.e. system inflows not including Snowy Scheme, IVT
deliveries or environmental water deliveries from tributaries). These inflow scenarios are based on
historic observed inflows but allowing for flows already received in June this year. Inflows for June
2022 equate to 12th percentile system inflows with a volume of 1,600 GL. This leads to the ‘extreme
dry’ scenario being significantly higher than the lowest inflow on record (Figure 6). The 6 scenarios
are as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Extreme dry scenario assumes annual River Murray System inflows of 5,200 GL. As shown in
Figure 6, this is significantly higher than the lowest inflow on record (914 GL in 2006-07) due
to the high total observed inflow volume in June 2022 as a starting point for the first month
of the water year. In this scenario, inflows gradually recede from 12th percentile inflows in
June 2022 to historic minimum inflows for the remainder of 2022-23. This volume is
comparable to total inflows in 2020-21.
Dry scenario assumes River Murray System inflows of about 6,600 GL (inflows recede from
12th percentile inflows in June 2022 to 90th percentile inflows for remainder of 2022-23). This
volume is comparable to inflows in 2005-06.
Moderate scenario assumes River Murray System inflows of about 8,300 GL (inflows recede
from 12th percentile inflows in June 2022 to 75th percentile inflows for remainder of
2022-23). This volume is comparable to inflows in 2012-13.
Near average scenario assumes River Murray System inflows of about 11,200 GL (inflows
recede from 12th percentile inflows in June 2022 to 50th percentile inflows for remainder of
2022-23). This volume is comparable to inflows in 1984-85.
Wet scenario assumes River Murray System inflows of about 16,000 GL (inflows recede from
12th percentile inflows in June 2022 to 25th percentile inflows for remainder of 2022-23). This
volume is comparable to inflows in 2021-22.
Very wet scenario assumes River Murray System inflows of about 25,600 GL (inflows remain
near 12th percentile inflows for remainder of 2022-23). This volume is comparable to inflows
in 2010-11.
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The relationship between scenario inflows is shown in Figure 6.
The ‘worst case’ scenario determined under the Basin Plan 2012, equates to inflows of 650 GL. This is
much drier than the extreme dry scenario in this AOO. The ‘worst case’ is not included in this outlook
as to eventuate, it would require inflows that develop from extreme dry conditions persisting for a
prolonged period of at least 18 months. Catchments are not currently this dry and unregulated flows
are forecast to continue across the system in coming months. Inflows across the 2021-22 water year
were 15,240 GL, closest to the ‘wet’ inflow case. The Basin Plan ‘worst case’ scenario is not viable in
2022-23.
As of late June 2022, most upper Murray system catchments are relatively wet and responsive to
rainfall following consistent above average rain during the first 6 months of the 2022 calendar year,
noting a marginally drier start to winter in the upper Murray. With this in mind, along with the
current climate outlook from the BoM indicating an increased chance of above median rainfall from
August 2022, a ‘very dry’ scenario has not been included for this AOO. Instead, a ‘very wet’ scenario
has been included as this is likely to better cover the range of operational conditions that may
eventuate in 2022-23. This includes the elevated potential for high flow and flood conditions to
develop, noting particularly the very high volume of water in headwater storages at the start of the
water year. However, if climatic drivers change substantially such that much drier conditions become
more likely, the scenarios in this outlook will be revised.

Figure 6: River Murray System inflows – ranked water year totals since 1896.
Note: The data include Menindee Lakes inflows, but exclude Snowy Mountains Scheme releases, IVT deliveries and
environmental water deliveries from tributaries; and are based on modelled current conditions.
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Inflows from the Goulburn River
Lake Eildon, the major Goulburn Valley storage, is just above 80% capacity at the end of June 2022. In
most years the MDBA Annual Operating Outlook uses Goulburn to Murray inflow scenarios that are
based on historical inflow statistics. Given the relatively high storage levels in Lake Eildon and higher
than normal spill risk, Goulburn to Murray inflow scenarios are based on modelling by GoulburnMurray Water that incorporates the elevated Eildon spill risk for the wetter scenarios. This approach
better reflects the anticipated inflows under each scenario.
Table 3: Assumed Goulburn River inflows under each scenario (excluding IVT and environmental water)

Volume (GL)

Extreme dry

Dry

Moderate

Near
average

Wet

Very wet

154

220

390

870

1,560

2,610

Inflows from Murrumbidgee River
With a wet catchment and continued rainfall, by 1 July 2022, the upper Murrumbidgee River
storages, Burrinjuck and Blowering Dam, were 86% and 98% storage capacity respectively, with
unregulated inflow to the Murray occurring.
Given the high levels in upper Murrumbidgee storages, translucency release rules and the BoM
outlook for wetter than average conditions during the winter, the historical Murrumbidgee outflow
statistics (normally based on all years) have been refined to reflect the range of historical inflows
when Murrumbidgee storages have been very high early in the inflow season. As a result, under the
‘near average’ and wetter scenarios, inflows are greater than the end of system target throughout
the 2022-23 water year.
Table 4: Assumed Murrumdbigee River inflows under each scenario (excluding IVT and environmental water)

Volume (GL)

Extreme dry

Dry

Moderate

Near
average

Wet

Very wet

980

1,240

1,450

1,870

2,320

3,460

Inflows to Menindee Lakes
Variable but continued rainfall in the northern Basin during autumn/winter 2022 is expected to
maintain inflow to the Menindee Lakes through winter.
Similar to the methodology used for Murrumbidgee inflows, inflow scenarios to Menindee Lakes
were derived by exploring the range of inflows that have historically occurred following similar
conditions to those recently observed. That is, inflow scenarios are based on historical inflow data
following observed high inflows during June. The analysis reveals that while inflows could recede to
very low rates during spring and summer (‘extreme dry’ scenario), sustained inflows are more likely
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throughout much (‘dry’) or all of the water year (‘moderate’ and wetter). This approach better
reflects the possible inflows based on starting antecedent conditions.
In the 6 inflow scenarios assumed, conditions in the Murray and Darling systems are aligned. In
reality, inflows between the northern and southern Basin can vary significantly across the water year.
For example, there may be wet inflow conditions in the River Murray, yet inflow conditions may be
dry in the Darling. Assuming alignment of conditions is suitable for system planning purposes, it is
recognised that operational decisions will reflect conditions that emerge.
Table 5: Assumed Menindee Lakes inflows under each scenario

Extreme dry
Volume (GL)

2,080

Dry

2,350

Moderate

2,840

Near
average

3,980

Wet

6,100

Very wet

9,520

5.3 Snowy Mountains Scheme
Each year Snowy Hydro Limited (SHL) has an obligation to release water to the Murray and
Murrumbidgee catchments. Releases to the Murray catchment (upstream of Hume Reservoir) are
shared and accounted as outlined in Schedule F of the Murray–Darling Basin Agreement. Releases to
the Murrumbidgee catchment do not flow into the River Murray System and are not included in this
outlook.
The minimum release obligation to the Murray from the Snowy Scheme, termed the Required Annual
Release (RAR), is prescribed in the Snowy Water Licence (SWL). The RAR varies from year to year,
influenced by water savings made to supply environmental flows, advanced releases made by SHL
and any shortfall in inflows to Snowy Hydro storages. The RAR will also vary within a water year due
to the level of inflows to Snowy Storages and conditions on the Murray.
SHL may choose to release water in addition to the RAR. The first additional releases are called ‘Flex’
releases, and the accounting of this water, set out in the SWL, treats it as an advance release of the
following year’s RAR obligation. SHL is permitted to make releases additional releases in excess of the
allowed Flex volume, with these accounted as a release of Snowy discretionary water (Above Target
Water). Release of Above Target Water does not adjust the RAR in subsequent years.
The allowable Flex varies from year to year but is a minimum of 200 GL. In drier periods the allowed
Flex volume is a function of the Dry Inflow Sequence Volume (DISV) and can be significantly more
than 200 GL. There are multiple reasons why SHL may choose to release more than the RAR,
including to meet electricity demands and to manage Snowy storage levels. Timing of releases
throughout the year is at the complete discretion of SHL.
The RAR can be as high as 1,000 GL (1,062 GL less the water savings made to provide for
environmental flows on the Murray and Snowy Rivers) but in almost all years it is reduced by the Flex
release made in the previous year. In dry periods the RAR is further reduced in recognition of low
inflows into the Snowy Scheme. The volume of the reduction is determined using the change in the
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calculated Dry Inflow Sequence Volume (DISV) from year to year. In recent years Flex releases and
the DISV on the Murray have required significant reductions to the RAR early in the water year, with
inflow improvements through the year significantly reducing the DISV thereby increasing the RAR as
the year progresses.
SHL released 301 GL Flex in 2020-21, contributing to an opening RAR for 2021-22 of around 120 GL
on 1 May 2021. The Murray RAR increased to 654 GL when the DISV reduced to zero (due to
improvements in Snowy Scheme inflows). Subsequently, the spill compensation mechanism of the
Snowy Water Licence increased the RAR to 777 GL. The spill compensations increase the RAR when
SHL releases are skewed to early in the year and Hume spills, effectively re-instating some of the
resources lost to spill on the Murray. The RAR was eventually reduced to 515 GL when the Relaxation
provisions were taken into account. Relaxation reduces the RAR when resources are plentiful on the
Murray, codifying a practice that was in place prior to the 2002 corporatisation of the Snowy
Scheme.
Total releases for the year were 1,036 GL, comprised of 515 GL RAR, 228 GL Flex, 50 GL of Above
Target Water (ATW) (unrelated to the Relaxation provisions) and 262 GL of ATW that was effectively
re-badged from Below Target Water through Relaxation (and was originally part of the 777 GL RAR).
With the 228 GL advanced release from 2021-22 and 123 GL payback of Snowy Water savings the
opening RAR for 2022-23 was 711 GL (=1062 – 228 -123), with no reduction for DISV. The maximum
available Flex volume for 2022-23 is 200 GL. The closing 2021-22 RAR was adjusted for spill
compensation and relaxation and both these factors are possible to be significant in 2022-23,
particularly the spill compensations (under the within year release rules requirement of the Snowy
Water Licence).
Assuming a wet spring and continuing spill from Hume the most likely spill compensation is 134 GL,
which would be added to the RAR in December. Relaxation could reduce the RAR by up to 262 GL
and, if it occurs early enough could reduce the spill compensation to 85 GL. Flex will be 200 GL in all
cases.
In considering possible operational scenarios and the likely transfer and storage of water through the
system, it is assumed that Snowy releases will continue to be driven by the electricity market, utilise
all the available Flex and not reduce releases as a result of or in anticipation of Relaxation. The
volume of water to be released to Hume storage by SHL under each of the 6 scenarios is listed in
Table 6.
The start of the Snowy water year has again seen significant releases by SHL, with approximately half
of the RAR released in the first two months of the water year, reducing the RAR volumes remaining
for future release. However, this AOO still assumes that SHL will limit releases to the expected RAR
plus Flex and will not elect to release ATW, other than the ATW created by the re-badging of releases
as a result of Relaxation.
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Table 6: Assumed releases from SHL to Hume storage

Extreme dry
Volume (GL)

780

Dry

Moderate
950

1,060

Near
average
1,120

Wet
1,160

Very wet
1,280

5.4 Conveyance losses
Conveyance losses in the River Murray System are the river losses (seepage and evaporation)
between Dartmouth Dam and the South Australian border. Menindee Lakes are treated as part of
the River Murray System in all scenarios. Conveyance losses for the lower Darling River between the
Menindee Lakes and the River Murray are included in the conveyance loss assumptions this year.
This lower Darling conveyance loss is included in all scenarios, until Menindee Lakes storage next falls
below 480 GL threshold.
Conveyance losses are calculated as the difference between the volume of water that flows past an
upstream gauge and a downstream gauge once all extractions and inflows have been accounted for.
Conveyance losses are a necessary part of operating the river and while operations aim to reduce
losses as much as practicable, they cannot be eliminated.
Evaporation and seepage from headwater storages (Hume Reservoir, Dartmouth Reservoir, Lake
Victoria and Menindee Lakes) are calculated separately to the river conveyance losses.
Conveyance losses are inherently difficult to forecast due to the significant influence of weather and
flow conditions, which vary considerably over time. For planning purposes, different conveyance loss
volumes have been assumed to cover the river losses expected under the 6 scenarios. Assumed River
Murray conveyance losses, including the lower Darling, are listed in Table 2 and summarised below.
•
•
•
•
•
•

1,110 GL in the extreme dry scenario,
1,260 GL in the dry (minor overbank flows continue),
1,355 GL in the moderate scenario (some overbank flows increase),
1,680 GL in the near average scenario (natural overbank flows anticipated),
2,160 GL in wet scenario (driven by large overbank flows), and
3,060 GL in very wet scenario (driven by widespread large overbank flows).

These volumes are based on historic observed conveyance losses in years with similar operational
activities, river flows, expected demands and climatic conditions.
While a loss volume is assumed for each scenario, the volume and pattern of water actually set aside
for conveyance and in operations planning decisions will be regularly reviewed by the MDBA and
adjusted to reflect actual conditions as they develop.
Environmental water use attributed to wetland watering or varying weir pool levels for
environmental benefit are debited to environmental entitlement holders (see Section 5.4.1) and
therefore not counted as a conveyance loss.
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Conveyance losses during wet to very wet years show considerable variability and are highly
influenced by the nature and location of any flooding that occurs and antecedent conditions that
affect the way water flows and is absorbed as it moves out across the floodplain. Historically,
conveyance losses during high flow or flood years are significantly higher than in ‘regulated’ years;
and can be upwards of 2,000 GL and sometimes considerably higher. The additional conveyance loss
under these wetter scenarios is attributed to increased evaporation, evapo-transpiration and
seepage, due to floodplain inundation that occurs under these conditions.

Conveyance losses and environmental water use
EWHs can order water and use it in the system in a way that can deliver higher flows along the River
Murray and deliberately increase the water that moves through anabranches, onto the floodplain
and into wetlands. Such activities include:
•
•
•
•
•

Watering of the Barmah-Millewa Forest (BMF) via the BMF regulators with a portion of the
water used within the BMF and the remainder returning to the river.
Delivering high flows from the Goulburn and Murrumbidgee Rivers that boost river levels
downstream along the River Murray and achieve environmental outcomes.
Maintaining winter base flows in Gunbower Creek with a portion of the water used within
the creek and the remainder returning to the River Murray.
Varying flows in the Wakool/Yallakool/Colligen system with a portion of the water used
within this system and the remainder flowing downstream to the River Murray.
Targeted weir pool raisings at Locks 7, 8, 9 & 15 can increase seepage and evaporation as
riverbanks and surrounding floodplain areas are inundated.

Any increase in losses attributed to water released for the environment is debited against the
environmental water holders. On this basis, the conveyance losses presented in this document
exclude any environmental water use. Environmental water use is instead planned and accounted for
separately as a water use (see Section 5.10). Expected environmental water use for 2022-23 is
provided in Table 11.

South Australian dilution and loss requirements
In addition to the conveyance losses described above, the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement provides
696 GL for dilution and to cover losses in the River Murray downstream of the South Australian
border. This water is provided unless Tier 2 or 3 arrangements apply and is the non-divertible
component of South Australia’s 1,850 GL Entitlement. Tier 1 arrangements are in place for 2022-23
water year and are reflected in all AOO scenarios.
Additional Dilution Flow (ADF) to South Australia is triggered, which increases the South Australian
Entitlement by 3 GL per day as long as the upstream storage triggers continue to be met.

System conveyance reserve
A conveyance reserve of 225 GL is required to be set aside when operating under Tier 1
arrangements. The reserve was created as part of the learnings from the Millennium Drought and
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safeguards the delivery of critical human water needs (CHWN) for the following year if conditions
worsen. The conveyance reserve of 225 GL has been set aside for 2023-24 under all scenarios.

5.5 Storage losses
Assumptions of evaporative losses from storages vary for each scenario from 930 GL in the ‘extreme
dry’ scenario to 1,100 GL in the ‘very wet’ scenario (Table 2). These volumes are higher than the
150 GL storage loss set aside under the Basin Plan as a component of the ‘conveyance’ required to
deliver CHWN. The minimum under the Basin Plan is based on there only being enough water in
storage in Hume to supply CHWN. The volumes in storage in the 6 scenarios for the AOO are
considerably higher than this, resulting in higher evaporative losses. The higher losses in the wetter
scenarios are a result of higher summer storage levels resulting in larger water surface area and
greater evaporation volumes. This is most significant at the Menindee Lakes, where evaporative
losses may reach up to 680 GL in the ‘very wet’ scenario where upstream inflows maintain high water
surface area of the lakes, leading to significant evaporation. High summer rainfall on the storage
surface can significantly reduce evaporative losses, but this has not been assumed in these scenarios.

5.6 Access to tributary water from IVT
Accounts
In developing the scenarios, assumptions are made of how much water will be available from state
IVT accounts based on the opening account balance (Section 4.2) and likely trade behaviour expected
for the year ahead.
The amount of water available from IVT accounts varies across the year. Typcially the IVT balances
increase as trade out of a valley into the Murray occurs and reduce as traded water is delivered from
a valley to the Murray. Victoria’s new trade rule for the Goulburn is independent of the volume of
water in the IVT account, which means deliveries no longer impact when trade is permitted. Large
volumes of Goulburn IVT may be available for delivery to the Murray but may not be required due to
wet conditions and unregulated flows. This potentially leads to a high Goulburn IVT balance, which
may be subject to spill from Eildon. For more information on the new Goulburn IVT trade rule and
Goulburn IVT Operating Plan refer to the Victorian Water Register website.

Goulburn Valley
At end June 2022, there was nearly 205 GL in the Goulburn IVT account. This volume is expected to
grow during the year as Goulburn allocations increase in line with recent trade trends. In all scenarios
sufficient Goulburn IVT is available to meet traded Murray system demands. However, in wetter
cases there may be limited net trade out of the Goulburn Valley.
On 1 July 2021, Victoria introduced interim Goulburn to Murray trade and operating rules as part of
the Victorian Government’s Goulburn to Murray Trade Review. On 1 July 2022, the new long-term
trade rule for Goulburn to Murray inter-valley replaced the interim rule that had been in place over
2021-22. Under the new trade rule:
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-

on 1 July: ~80-85 GL of trade opportunity will be made available on top of around 140 GL of
legacy commitments that are quarantined
on 15 October: additional trade opportunity released in a year where Murray water use is
average may be up to 30 GL
on 15 December: additional trade opportunity released in a year where Murray water use is
average may be up to 30 GL.

Accompanying the new long-term trade rule are new operating rules that limit deliveries in the lower
Goulburn River to average baseflows of:
-

1,300 ML/day between 1 July and 31 October
1,100 ML/day between 1 November and 30 June.

Between 1 May and 31 October pulses of IVT deliveries may occur top of the baseflows. Planned
short IVT freshes up to 3,000 ML/day are also permitted at certain times from 1 November to
30 June. More information on both the trade rule and delivery rule is available on the Victorian
Water Register website.
Victoria and MDBA are developing an operating plan for the delivery of Goulburn IVT. This plan
combines the new Goulburn IVT operating rule with broad principles for delivering IVT to the Murray
and will guide how the MDBA calls water from the Goulburn IVT account. All scenarios include calling
Goulburn IVT within the proposed operating rules. This is further discussed in Section 7.3.3.
Deliveries of Goulburn IVT ranging between 0 GL to 285 GL are assumed during 2022-23. In the
wetter scenarios the volumes delivered from the Goulburn IVT Account are small or nil. In some
cases deliveries from the Goulburn IVT Account may be required when part of the Murray is
unregulated (e.g. the lower reaches are unregulated while mid to upper reaches are regulated) in
order to supply demands and support meeting minimum flow targets (e.g. Menindee spill results in
unregulated flow to South Australia, yet IVT called to help meet Murray minimum flow targets
upstream of Wentworth Weir).

Potential Goulburn IVT balance
Goulburn to Murray trade opportunity is now decoupled from delivery of water from the Goulburn
IVT account. This means that the delivery of IVT does not influence the trade opportunity. Only in the
‘extreme dry’ scenario does the Goulburn IVT balance reduce through the water year. In all other
scenarios the call of Goulburn IVT is limited (for example in a wetter case elevated inflows to the
Murray negate the need for Goulburn IVT to be delivered to the Murray) and the IVT account balance
grows across 2022-23. Given the relatively high risk of Lake Eildon spilling, there is potential for spill
of Goulburn IVT (Murray resource) this water year in the wetter scenarios.

Murrumbidgee Valley
At the start of 2022-23, net trade between the Murrumbidgee and Murray valleys had resulted in a
trade balance of 128 GL, with trade closed from Murrumbidgee to Murray valley. Therefore, it is
assumed under all scenarios that delivery of traded water from the Murrumbidgee IVT account is
available to the Murray.
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Under drier scenarios, significant volumes of Murrumbidgee IVT may be called on to assist in meeting
River Murray demands. However, in the wetter cases, with unregulated flows on the River Murray
the need for the MDBA to call on IVT deliveries from the Murrumbidgee may be reduced.
Based on the behaviour of trade over recent years and anticipated Murray requirements this water
year, Murrumbidgee IVT deliveries range between 0 GL and 200 GL during 2022-23 (see Table 8).

5.7 South Australia’s Storage Right
(Schedule G)
In response to the extreme drought conditions in 2006 and 2007, the Water Act (2007) includes
provisions to improve security of supplies under a repeat of, or even worse, drought conditions. Two
Schedules (Schedules G and H) to the Murray–Darling Basin Agreement have been enacted in this
regard. Of these two schedules, Schedule G allows South Australia to defer and store a portion of its
Entitlement flow in order to safeguard the delivery of critical human water needs (CHWN) to South
Australia during periods of severe drought. Additionally, there are provisions for setting water aside
for private carryover under Schedule G. South Australia has a Private Carryover Policy to guide the
allocation of this water.
Schedule G also includes provisions to ensure that deferring of Entitlement by South Australia does
not impact Victorian or New South Wales water security. Water held in South Australia’s Storage
Right is the first to spill, should physical spills or flood pre-releases occur at the relevant storage.
Evaporative losses associated with water stored in South Australia’s Storage Right does not impact
water availability to New South Wales or Victoria.
The total volume of water held in the South Australian Storage Right as of 1 June 2022 is
approximately 336.2 GL, with all of that volume stored in Dartmouth Reservoir. Under all but the
‘extreme dry’ case, Dartmouth storage spills during winter/spring and the 336 GL of deferred water
stored in Dartmouth spills and is delivered to South Australia, in addition to SA monthly Entitlement.
South Australia provides the MDBA with an annual storage right deferral and delivery plan and
updates the advice on a monthly basis. Actual decisions to defer and store Entitlement flows
throughout the year are informed by a number of factors including water availability, the weather
outlook, potential environmental impacts and flow and water level requirements downstream of
Lock 1.
South Australia’s Department for Environment and Water (DEW) has advised the MDBA that it is
likely to defer water across summer and autumn 2022-23 for CHWN from its monthly Entitlement
flow. Therefore, this outlook assumes South Australia will defer a total of up to 70 GL of Entitlement
during summer and autumn 2022-23.
South Australia may call upon deferred water held under the South Australia Storage Right for the
purposes of meeting either or both CHWN and private carry-over. South Australia has advised there
are currently no plans to deliver previously deferred water during 2022-23.
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5.8 Summary of water sharing across the
scenarios
The scenarios in this AOO indicate the water likely to be available to the states under a range of
possible climatic conditions. The purpose of this information is to assist water managers and
system operators with managing the risks of river operations and water supply. The actual water
available over the season will not follow a scenario but will fluctuate across these scenarios.
Therefore, the estimates of water availability in this plan are not suitable for, nor are they used
for, allocation determinations. Entitlement holders should regularly seek the latest information
available from their respective state water authority on announced allocations and outlooks for
improvement.
Estimates of states’ water resources for each scenario are summarised in Table 7. These are planning
estimates only, and it is important to note that these volumes are therefore likely to differ from the
assessment used by states to determine allocations to entitlement holders. This is because the actual
quantity of water made available to states by the water resource assessment process is underpinned
by some key differences in assumptions and will ultimately be driven by the timing and location of
inflow events and usage patterns that occur.
Assumptions in the scenarios prepared for this AOO include:
•

•

The conveyance requirements for 2022-23 can be met and the 225 GL conveyance
reserve for 2023-24 has been set aside. This means Tier 1 arrangements are expected to
remain in place for the current water year. The water sharing arrangements (Tier 1)
between states, which are in effect at the start of 2022-23, are outlined in Part XII of the
Murray–Darling Basin Agreement.
South Australia’s Entitlement flow (including 696 GL dilution and loss component) is
assumed to be 1,850 GL (full Entitlement).

These scenarios are based on information as of June 2022 and assumptions on future inflows from
the Snowy Hydro Scheme, trade, state reserve, storage right and other state processes.
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Table 7: Summary of water availability under each scenario

Water availability

Extreme dry
(GL)

Dry (GL)

Moderate (GL)

Near average (GL)

Wet (GL)

Very wet (GL)

Sharing rules at end of May 2022

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 1

Tier 1

Indicative water availability for 2022-23: New
South Wales ^

2,310

2,810

3,120

3,540

4,040

4,350

Indicative water availability for 2022-23: VIC ^

2,840

3,530

3,810

4,120

4,550

4,770

Indicative water availability for 2022-23: SA ^*

1,850

1,850

1,850

1,850

1,850

1,850

696

696

696

696

696

696

1,154

1,154

1,154

1,154

1,154

1,154

NSW assumed usage&

1,860

1,740

1,650

1,450

1,260

960

Vic assumed usage&

1,490

1,400

1,300

1,150

1,040

860

≈3,000#

≈4,000#

≈5,000#

≈6,100#

≈7,700#

≈8,600#

-

SA Dilution & Loss

-

Divertible component+

End of season active storage (highly dependent
on water use during 2022-23)
^
*
+
&
#

The indicative water availabilities in all scenarios of this table only assume the minimum guaranteed Snowy release for 2022-23. (i.e. Snowy inflow assumptions do not increase in wetter scenarios).
As at end May 2022, an additional 336.2 GL was available in South Australia's storage right.
South Australian divertible component includes South Australian environmental allocation
Does not include New South Wales or Victoria environmental usage. For information on assumed environmental use, see Section 5.10 and Table 11.
Highly dependent on the magnitude and timing of potential inflows to Menindee Lakes
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5.9 System operations
Climate outlook
The BoM’s climate outlook for the coming months, released 28 July 2022, suggests that higher than
median rainfall is more likely for large parts of the Murray-Darling Basin. The climate outlook also
suggests that temperatures are likely to be warmer than average across the upper Murray, yet
average to cooler than average conditions are anticipated across the rest of the Basin.
The El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is currently neutral. Models surveyed by the BoM suggest
ENSO conditions are likely to remain neutral through the southern hemisphere winter. However, 4 of
the 7 models show a likely return to La Niña in spring 2022. La Niña events typically bring above
average spring rainfall in eastern Australia.
Whilst the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) is also currently neutral, the outlook shows a strong likelihood
for a negative IOD to develop in the southern hemisphere during winter. A negative IOD typically
brings above average winter–spring rainfall to southern Australia.
As at the start of July, rainfall deciles indicate a drier start to this water year than the last in the midto upper Murray, with root zone soil moisture catchment conditions in the upper Murray average to
below average. However, it is relatively wet in the New South Wales and Victorian tributaries with
streamflow responding well to continuing rainfall.
MDBA will continue to review observed and forecast rain and streamflow to adjust system
operations in response. Inflow projections for operations planning will also be informed by the BoM
seasonal streamflow outlooks to help narrow the range of expected inflow as the year proceeds.

Significant operations
Significant operational assumptions and outlooks from each scenario are summarised in Table 8.
Outlooks related to environmental water management for the 6 scenarios are discussed in
Section 5.10.
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Table 8: Summary of significant river operations under each scenario

River operations

Extreme dry

Dry

Moderate

Near average

Wet

Very wet

Expected
Dartmouth
release above
minimum
(excluding AGL
Entitlement
releases)

Harmony releases from
spring, bulk transfers
possible from late
summer into autumn.
Flow rates likely to be
managed near or
below 5,000 ML/day.

Harmony releases
from spring.
Harmony releases
from summer. No
bulk transfers to
Hume expected.

Small airspace
management release
in spring. Harmony
releases from
summer. No bulk
transfers to Hume
expected.

Moderate airspace
management release in
spring. Harmony releases
from summer. No bulk
transfers to Hume
expected.

Higher airspace
management release in
spring. Possibly at rates
above 7,000 ML/day.

High airspace
management release in
spring into summer.
Possibly at rates near
downstream channel
capacity limits.

Dartmouth
storage end May
2023

Peak storage 98% in
spring. Decreases to
~2,680 GL (~69%
capacity) in autumn
2023

Storage 100 % late
spring. Decreases to
~3,380 GL (~88%
capacity) in autumn
2023

Storage 100 % late
spring. High storage
levels ~3,550 GL
(~92% capacity) in
autumn 2023

Storage 100 % early
summer. High storage
levels ~3,660 GL (~95%
capacity) in autumn 2023

Very high storage levels
~ 3,800 GL effective FSL
99% capacity) expected
in autumn 2023

Very high storage levels ~
3,800 GL effective FSL 99%
capacity) expected in
autumn 2023

Hume storage

Spills until August,
below FSL due to
release of
environmental
entitlement. Drawn
down to around 130 GL
(~5%) in autumn.

Spills until August,
below FSL due to
release of
environmental
entitlement. Drawn
down to 410 GL
(~14%) in autumn.

Spills until Spring,
reaching effective full
supply. Drawn down
to 1,010 GL (~34%) in
autumn.

Spills until Spring, reaching
effective full supply.
Possibly at rates above
downstream channel
capacity during spring.
Drawn down to ~1,600 GL
(53 %) during autumn.

Spill continues through
Spring, at rates above
downstream channel
capacity from late
winter. Prolonged large
spill and widespread
downstream flooding
possible. Storage
remains relatively high
even in autumn

Spill continues to summer
at rates above
downstream channel
capacity from late winter.
Significant spill with
widespread downstream
flooding. Storage remains
very high for remainder of
season.

Use of Goulburn
IVT Account

285 GL

195 GL

180 GL

90 GL

40 GL

0 GL

At the start of July 2022, there is ~205 GL available in the Goulburn IVT Account. This volume is expected to grow unless Goulburn IVT water is delivered or spills
from Eildon. Under the drier scenarios, it is assumed that delivery of Goulburn IVT will be in accordance with delivery pattern outlined in the Goulburn operating
plan 2022-23. Under the moderate and wetter scenarios, it is assumed that deliveries will be reduced. MDBA will continue to liaise closely with the GoulburnBroken CMA and Goulburn-Murray Water.
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Use of
Murrumbidgee
IVT Account

170 GL

Operation of Weir
pools
(see Section 5.9.4
for details)

Possible operational
manipulations at all
weirs.

Possible
operational
manipulations at
all weirs.

Possible flood
operations. Possible
operational
manipulations at all
weirs.

Some flood operations
anticipated. Possible
operational
manipulations at all
weirs.

Flood operations
expected. Possible
operational
manipulations at all
weirs

Flood operations
expected. Possible
operational
manipulations at all
weirs.

Lake Victoria
Operating
Strategy (LVOS)
Cultural Heritage

Up to 100 GL directed
release likely. Peak in
late winter. Drawn
down over spring,
summer and
operated to target
350 GL by end of May
2023.

Up to 100 GL
directed release
likely. Peak in
Spring. Drawn
down over late
spring, summer
and operated to
target 350 GL by
end of May 2023.

Up to 100 GL
directed release
likely. Peak in
Spring. Drawn down
over summer and
operated to target
350 GL by end of
May 2023.

Up to 100 GL directed
release likely. Drawn
down in accordance
with LVOS rules as
unregulated flows
continue. Drawn down
over summer before
operated to target 350
GL by end of May.

Up to 100 GL directed
release likely. Drawn
down in accordance
with LVOS rules as
unregulated flows
continue. Drawn down
over summer. Above
end of season target by
end of May

Up to 100 GL directed
release ordered
however, effectively full
and spilling for majority
of season. Storage levels
guided by LVOS. Above
end of season target by
end of May

150 GL

100 GL

90 GL

40 GL

0 GL

At the start of July 2022, 128 GL of water was available in the Murrumbidgee Valley Account and trade from the Murrumbidgee valley to Murray
was closed. It has been assumed that in all scenarios Murrumbidgee IVT will remain available to be called to help meet system demands. In the
average and wetter scenarios, little Murrumbidgee IVT may be required to meet Murray targets and demands. In the ‘extreme dry’ scenario, call of
Murrumbidgee IVT commences in November, while in wetter cases the call of IVT commences during summer. In drier scenarios the monthly
delivery of IVT is up to 40 GL/m.

All scenarios: Operations will need to minimise the length of time that the Lake Victoria level is full. Lake levels will need to be consistent with the
LVOS. Under ‘near-average’ and wetter scenarios Lake Victoria is held at lower levels, while unregulated flow to South Australia persists.
Lake Victoria
250 GL reserve at
end May 2023
(see Section 6.6)

Expected to require
additional release
from upper storages.
Able to be met.
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Expected to
require additional
release from
upper storages.
Able to be met.

Expected to require
additional release
from upper
storages. Able to be
met.

Expected to require
some additional release
from upper storages.
Able to be met.

May require some
additional release from
upper storages. Able to
be met.

Met and exceeded by
unregulated flows.
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Expected releases
from Menindee
Lakes storage

Flood operations
persist in winter.
Transfers to River
Murray System
commence early
spring, continuing
until May 2023.
Environmental water
released from Lake
Cawndilla into Great
Darling Anabranch
possible from late
spring onwards.

Flood operations
persist in winter.
Transfers to River
Murray System
commence early
spring, continuing
until May 2023.
Environmental
water released
from Lake
Cawndilla into
Great Darling
Anabranch
possible from late
spring onwards.

Flood operations
persist to early
spring. Transfers to
River Murray
System commence
in spring, continuing
until May 2023.
Environmental
water released from
Lake Cawndilla into
Great Darling
Anabranch possible
from late spring
onwards.

Flood operations persist
until spring. Transfers
to River Murray System
commence late spring,
continuing until May
2023. Environmental
water released from
Lake Cawndilla into
Great Darling Anabranch
possible from late spring
onwards.

Flood operations
persist until spring.
Transfers to River
Murray System
commence early
summer, continuing
until May 2023.
Environmental water
released from Lake
Cawndilla into Great
Darling Anabranch
possible from late
spring onwards.

Flood operations persist
throughout 2022-23

Aside from wetter scenarios, Menindee transfers to Murray guided by Menindee – Lake Victoria harmony rules that aim to reduce evaporative
losses if risk of spill from Lake Victoria is low. Magnitude of releases may be guided by States. Additional Dilution Flow (ADF) to South Australia is
triggered in all scenarios and will also guide timing and releases from Menindee Lakes. ADF continues until December in the driest case and
continues throughout 2022-23 in the wet cases.
Menindee storage
end May 2023

460 (27%). Becomes
New South Wales
only resource during
autumn.
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610 GL (35%).
remains shared
resource

770 GL (45%).
remains shared
resource

1,140 GL 66%), remains
shared resource

Surcharged

Surcharged
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Expected minimum flow rates
As part of drought operations between 2006 and 2010, the minimum flows and minimum river levels
were temporarily reduced at some locations to conserve water (Table 9). During 2022-23, it is not
expected that flows will need to be reduced below normal minimum targets. However, depending on
patterns of rainfall, irrigation demand, water for the environment, and other circumstances, it is
possible that demands may cause periods of flow close to minimum rates for extended periods in the
River Murray System upstream of the Murray-Darling junction.
Table 9: Minimum flow rates at key locations

Standing procedure

Normal
minimum

Temporary
minimum between 2006–2010

Minimum release from Dartmouth Reservoir

200 ML/day

200 ML/day

Minimum release from Hume Reservoir

600 ML/day

400 ML/day

Minimum target flow at Doctors Point

1,200 ML/day

800 ML/day

Minimum release from Yarrawonga Weir

1,800 ML/day

1,500 ML/day

Minimum flow at Edward River offtake

100 ML/day

80 ML/day

Minimum flow at Gulpa River offtake

80 ML/day

30 ML/day

Minimum release from Stevens Weir

150 ML/day

130 ML/day

Minimum river height at Swan Hill

0.6 m local gauge height

0.5 m local gauge height

Minimum River Murray contribution to
release from Wentworth Weir

700 ML/day

700 ML/day

There is sufficient volume in the Menindee Lakes System to allow the MDBA to call water to meet
River Murray System requirements at the commencement of the 2022-23 water year. The MDBA can
access water from Menindee Lakes while the combined storage volume exceeds 480 GL. On the
lower Darling River, minimum releases will be managed in accordance with the Lower Darling
Operations Plan. See Section 6.7 for more information.
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Weir pool level manipulation
Manipulation of weir pool levels is implemented for a number of reasons including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

accessing weir pool water resource to meet peaks in demand
minimising evaporation rates
storing water
facilitating construction and maintenance programs
minimising bank erosion
environmental benefits including the wetting and drying of adjacent wetlands and varying instream flow velocities.

Weir pool levels are routinely varied along the River Murray. If a weir pool needs to be raised or
lowered outside its normal operating range, then state agencies would be notified via the WLWG.
The public would be notified through the River Murray Weekly Report and via media releases. Under
high flow or flood events, such as those observed during 2016-17, many structures may be inundated
or removed and, in such circumstances, the ability to undertake pool manipulations would be
limited.
A number of weir pool level manipulations are planned for 2022-23 (Table 10). These manipulation
plans are current as of 1 June 2022. These plans may be altered or not pursued if low flow, high
demand or other system supply risks arise.
For the latest information on weir pool manipulations along the River Murray System upstream of
the South Australian border refer to the latest MDBA media releases and River Murray Weekly
Report. For the latest information on South Australian weir pool manipulations at Locks 1–6, refer to
the SA DEW website and River Murray Flow Report.
Table 10: Planned/potential weir pool manipulations in 2022-23

Weir

Planned/potential operations in 2022-23

Yarrawonga Weir

Lake Mulwala was lowered in early May 2022 to the target level of around 120.0 m
AHD to control an invasive water weed (Egeria densa) and undertake necessary
infrastructure maintenance. Refilling of the lake to the normal operating range of 124.6
to 124.9 m AHD is expected to commence in late July 2022.

Torrumbarry Weir
(Lock 26)

Water levels will vary between FSL and 30 cm below during July and August 2022.
Changes to the height of the weir pool will be gradual and the pool will return to nearfull supply in late August. Small variations in level are possible over summer 2022.
Possible drawdown at other times of the year for operational purposes.

Euston Weir (Lock 15)

Planned to be manipulated according to modelled natural flow cues* within the range
of up to +55 cm above FSL between August and December and up to –30 cm below FSL
from April to June. An option to minimise risk of delivery shortfalls during peak
irrigation demand months is to raise to +20 cm above FSL to guard against short-term
heatwave driven demand spikes.
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Mildura Weir
(Lock 11)

In mid- to late June 2022 the Mildura Weir pool is being lowered and trestles removed
for essential maintenance of Mildura weir. The weir will commence refilling to its
normal height in early July. At other times, the weir is expected to range between
around +10 cm above and -10 cm below FSL.

Wentworth Weir
(Lock 10)

Expected to range between around 10 cm above and 10 cm below FSL.

Kulnine (Lock 9)

Expected to range between around +10 cm above and -10 cm below FSL.

Wangumma (Lock 8)

Planned to be manipulated according to modelled natural flow cues* within the range
of +60 cm above FSL from September to November and -50 cm below FSL from January
to June.

Rufus River (Lock 7)

Planned to be manipulated according to modelled natural flow cues* within the range
+50 cm above FSL from September to November and -50 cm below FSL from February
to June.

Murtho (Lock 6)

Water level manipulations of +62cm in 2022-23 are proposed in conjunction with
operating the Chowilla regulator between July and November in a ‘moderate’ and ‘near
average’ with the ‘wet’ scenario extending weir pool raising to December.

Paringa (Lock 5)

Water level manipulations of up to +50 cm in conjunction with the operation of the
Pike floodplain environmental watering infrastructure may be undertaken between
July and November in a ‘moderate’, ‘near average’ or ‘wet’ scenario.

Bookpurnong (Lock 4)

Water level manipulations of up to +30 cm in conjunction with the operation of the
Katarapko floodplain environmental watering infrastructure may be undertaken
between July and December under a ‘moderate’, ‘near average’ or ‘wet’ scenario. TBC
start date pending flow conditions.

Overland Corner
(Lock 3)

Expected to range between around 10 cm above and 10 cm below FSL during 2022-23.

Waikerie (Lock 2)

Planning is underway to undertake a potential +55 cm raising above Normal Pool Level
over winter/spring under a ‘moderate’ to ‘wet’ scenario.

Blanchetown (Lock 1)

Expected to range between around 10 cm above and 10 cm below FSL during 2022-23.

* Manipulations according to modelled natural flow cues are planned to be continued at Locks 15, 8 and 7 in 2022-23.
Based on modelled natural flow cues weir pools would more likely be lowered when conditions are drier and rivers (preregulation) would naturally be low, and raised when conditions are wetter and rivers (pre-regulation) would naturally be
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higher. However, water managers may on occasion lower weir pools during periods of high flows to increase fast flowing
habitat for the benefit of native fish.

5.10 Delivering water for the environment
Similar to the inclusion of assumptions for consumptive demands, this AOO includes assumptions on
expected water for the environment activities. These assumptions are based on consultation with
the Commonwealth and state EWHs, through the Southern Connected Basin Environmental Watering
Committee (SCBEWC), on how water for the environment may be used in 2022-23. The planned use
of water for the environment is responsive to the conditions that emerge.
Before the start of the year, detailed planning for environmental flows under different climate
scenarios is done to ensure delivery is well integrated with river system operations. EWHs use their
water year-round, but late winter, spring and early summer is the key delivery period, aligning with
the growth and breeding seasons of many plants and animals.
Key influencing factors include the volume of water available to EWHs (which like irrigators is linked
to the climatic conditions), current operational constraints, monitoring of conditions at
environmental sites, inflow triggers and ecological triggers such as waterbird and fish breeding
events that need additional water. As such the assumed location, timing, magnitude, duration and
volume of water available for environmental use differs between the water availability scenarios.
EWHs are expecting to have good volumes of water for the environment available in 2022-23. This
provides opportunity to confidently support environmental watering events across many wetland
and floodplain sites and for system-scale connectivity, appropriate to the water availability scenarios.
A key objective under all scenarios is to protect and improve the condition of key sites (particularly
Ramsar listed wetlands of international significance) and ecosystem functions to rebuild resilience at
key sites. Wet conditions in 2021-22 provided much needed respite following several preceding dry
years, however for wetlands and floodplains to recover, repeated watering over successive years is
required.
Only watering activities that have a material impact on overall river operations are considered in the
scenarios. There are a range of smaller environmental watering events at discrete sites that are also
expected in 2022-23; however, many of these events are not described in this AOO as they are so
small that they do not have a material impact on river operations.
Actual environmental water use will not necessarily match the assumed use in these scenarios as
plans are reviewed and updated to respond to real-time conditions. Rather, the scenarios provide an
indication of what may occur based on the annual planning. Further information, plans and latest
news on environmental water use is available from the websites of the environmental water holders:
VEWH, CEWO, the NSW DPE and the SA DEW.
Table 11 provides outlooks related to environmental water management for the 6 different scenarios
of this AOO, with further information on key actions outlined below.
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Release of environmental water from Hume
Reservoir
Under all scenarios, significant volumes of water for the environment are expected to be released
from Hume Reservoir, with additional contributions from the Goulburn system, Murrumbidgee River
and the Baaka (lower Darling), as part of the coordination of system scale flows.
The volumes of water for the environmental released from Hume in this AOO range from 180 GL in
the wettest scenario to near 760 GL in the ‘dry’ scenario (see Table 11). These releases would, where
possible, follow actual overbank flows or follow a similar pattern to the natural inflows that are
expected if the dams were not present. The volumes of water expected to be available, and the
environmental needs mean that large scale releases are expected under all conditions. Water for the
environment released from Hume targets a specific action downstream of Yarrawonga Weir for the
Barmah-Millewa Forest (see section 5.10.2) and support whole of system outcomes along the length
of the River Murray.
The assumed volumes cover a variety of watering actions, including:
•

•
•

Maintain an ‘above-channel’ floodplain marsh event through Barmah-Millewa Forest to
generate system scale environmental outcomes along the River Murray from Yarrawonga
Weir to the Coorong and Murray Mouth
Maintain stable or less variable flows in the Murray during the spring Murray cod breeding
season to avoid sudden drops in the river level that can interrupt breeding
Elevate winter 2023 baseflows in the mid-Murray and into Edward-Wakool for native fish
habitat by maintaining a minimum flow requirement of about 4,000 ML/day downstream of
Yarrawonga Weir.

Some water for the environment may also be used to dilute hypoxic blackwater caused by natural
overbank flows which flush large amounts of leaf litter and organic matter into the river driving high
microbial activity and strips oxygen out of the water (see section 7.4.2). This is more likely to occur
later in spring and summer when water temperatures are warmer, and in the wetter cases where
high rainfall generates significant tributary inflows that cause larger overbank flow events that
inundate flood plain areas that are not regularly flooded and cannot be targeted by managed
environmental deliveries.
Water for the environment released from Hume is expected to be used at multiple sites as it flows
down the river system. A portion of the accounted return flows from Barmah-Millewa to the River
Murray might be delivered into Koondrook-Perricoota Forest, Gunbower Forest, Hattah Lakes,
Chowilla, Pike and Katarapko Floodplains and other smaller sites, with the remainder of return flows
then contributing to higher flows throughout the River Murray, to the Lower Lakes, Coorong and
Murray mouth.
The approved method of releasing and accounting for environmental release from Hume Reservoir is
outlined in the MDBA Objectives & Outcomes document.
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Barmah-Millewa Forest
During winter and spring 2022, water for the environment in the Barmah-Millewa Forest will aim to
prolong low level inundation of the forest on the recession of overbank flows resulting from Hume
airspace management releases and inflows from the Ovens and Kiewa rivers. This ‘above-channel’
watering action maintains open Barmah-Millewa Forest regulators to keep the water level at Picnic
Point below 2.6 m and results in low-level inundation of the forest.
In this operating outlook, ‘above-channel’ delivery of water for the environment has been assumed
under all scenarios. This involves targeting river levels up to 3.0 m at Tocumwal (approximately
15,000 ML/day downstream of Yarrawonga) with Barmah-Millewa Forest regulators open to
maintain the water level at Picnic Point below 2.6 m.
In these scenarios, natural overbank flows through the forest will be extended with water for the
environment released from Hume. Under the two drier scenarios, targeted low-level inundation of
the forest may recede to within channel capacity in late winter to conserve water available for a
second, managed ‘above channel’ watering event over 6 to 12 weeks in spring and early summer. If
releases downstream Yarrawonga Weir reduce to within channel capacity rates during spring, EWHs
will maintain open forest regulators for an ‘in-channel’ action to maintain inflow of water to wetland
and creek refuges in the forest.
In the ‘moderate’ and wetter scenarios, water for the environment will maintain a low-level
inundation after natural inflow peaks recede, extending forest inundation into early summer. In the
wetter scenarios, high natural flows limit the ability for water for the environment to be released
from Hume.
The above-channel delivery provides low-level inundation and ecological benefits to the Barmah and
Millewa forests (generally less than 30% of the forest is inundated at this flow rate). The delivery
would improve vegetation condition, support any waterbird and fish breeding, and generate river
productivity as water flowed back to the river carrying carbon and nutrients to fuel the food web (see
Section 6.4.2 for further information). ‘Above-channel’ watering typically consumes significantly
greater volumes of water for the environment than ‘in-channel’ actions as a larger extent of low-lying
floodplain is inundated.
Should colonial nesting waterbird breeding establish in the forest as a result of natural flow or
managed environmental event, delivery of water for the environment will continue, in all scenarios
except the ‘extreme dry’, at low levels over the summer period into targeted wetlands to assist with
the success of the breeding event.
A pulse of this size is expected to be an annual occurrence under natural conditions. Before the dams
and diversions, 19 of the past 20 years would have received flows that would have inundated
Barmah-Millewa Forest to at least this level, including during the Millennium Drought.
If available, Barmah-Millewa Environmental Water Allocation (EWA) may be used in combination to
held environmental entitlements (although this would reduce the volume of environmental water
delivered to South Australia because EWA can be re-regulated downstream of Barmah-Millewa).
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More information about potential environmental watering actions and ecological objectives in the
Barmah-Millewa Forest is available in the VEWH’s seasonal watering plan for 2022-23, at New South
Wales DPE website and the CEWO website.
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Table 11: Significant environmental operations assumed and potential water quality considerations under each scenario

Environmental water
assumptions or
environmental
attribute

Extreme dry

Dry

Moderate

Near average

Wet

Very wet

Assumed
environmental water
release from Hume

~660 GL

~760 GL

~630 GL

~400 GL

~350 GL

~180 GL

Assumed
environmental water
release from
tributaries

Goulburn River
~290 GL
Murrumbidgee
River
~20 GL

Goulburn River
~300 GL
Murrumbidgee River
~ 85 GL

Goulburn River
~220 GL
Murrumbidgee River
~85 GL

Goulburn River
~200 GL
Murrumbidgee River
~60 GL

Goulburn River
~175GL
Murrumbidgee River
~35 GL

Goulburn River
~200 GL
Murrumbidgee River
~35 GL

Assumed
environmental water
release from Weir 32
and to Great Darling
Anabranch

Lower Darling River
~20 GL
Great Darling
Anabranch ~50 GL

Lower Darling River
~20 GL
Great Darling
Anabranch ~50 GL

Lower Darling River
~20 GL
Great Darling
Anabranch ~100 GL

Lower Darling River
~20 GL
Great Darling
Anabranch ~100 GL

Lower Darling River ~0
GL
Great Darling
Anabranch ~80 GL

Lower Darling River and
Great Darling
Anabranch 0 GL.
Menindee Lakes spill
throughout year.

Volume of
environmental
entitlement water
assumed to be
delivered over the SA
border (including
Hume release and
environmental inflow
from upstream
tributaries)

~780 GL
930 GL (with direct
trade)

~930 GL
1,080 GL (with direct
trade)

~800 GL
950 GL (with direct
trade)

~600 GL
750 GL
(with direct trade)

~550 GL
700 GL (with direct
trade)

350 GL
(No direct trade)

Up to 100 GL
directed release
from Lake Victoria
while River Murray
System is
unregulated.

Up to 100 GL
directed release
from Lake Victoria
while River Murray
System is
unregulated.

Up to 100 GL
directed release from
Lake Victoria while
River Murray System
is unregulated.

Up to 100 GL
directed release from
Lake Victoria while
River Murray System
is unregulated.

Up to 100 GL directed
release from Lake
Victoria while River
Murray System is
unregulated.
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Up to 100 GL directed
release from Lake
Victoria while River
Murray System is
unregulated.
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Overbank flows and
flooding

Following early
winter overbank
flows, regulated inchannel flows for
most of the year
with anticipated
above-channel low
level environmental
watering of
Barmah-Millewa
forests in winter
and again in spring.
Managed floodplain
events expected at
KoondrookPerricoota,
Gunbower, Hattah,
Lake Wallawalla,
Chowilla, Pike and
Katarapko.

Lower Lakes

Unregulated flows to date, full SA
entitlement, Additional Dilution Flow and
water for the environment return flows to
support Lower Lakes level above drought
emergency management framework levels
and enable continuous barrage releases.
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Following early
winter overbank
flows, regulated inchannel flows for
most of the year
with anticipated
above-channel low
level environmental
watering of BarmahMillewa forests in
winter and again in
spring. Managed
floodplain events
expected at
KoondrookPerricoota,
Gunbower, Hattah,
Lake Wallawalla,
Chowilla, Pike and
Katarapko.

Following early
winter overbank
flows, chance of
unregulated
overbank flows to
recommence in late
winter/early spring.
Environmental
delivery anticipated
following any higher
natural flows.
Anticipated abovechannel low level
environmental
watering of BarmahMillewa forests in
winter and again in
spring. Managed
floodplain events
expected at
KoondrookPerricoota,
Gunbower, Hattah,
Lake Wallawalla,
Chowilla, Pike and
Katarapko.

Following early
winter overbank
flows, likely
unregulated
overbank flows to
recommence in late
winter. Likely
overbank flows into
central Murray
forests
Environmental
delivery anticipated
following higher
natural flows.
Anticipated abovechannel low level
environmental
watering of BarmahMillewa and Werai
forests in late spring.
Managed floodplain
events expected at
KoondrookPerricoota,
Gunbower, Hattah,
Lake Wallawalla,
Chowilla, Pike and
Katarapko
Floodplains.

Following early winter
overbank flows,
extensive and
prolonged overbank
flows along large
sections of River
Murray System
expected.
Environmental delivery
anticipated following
higher natural flows.
Anticipated abovechannel low level
environmental
watering of BarmahMillewa and Werai
forests in late spring.
Managed floodplain
events expected at
Koondrook-Perricoota,
Gunbower, Hattah,
Lake Wallawalla,
Chowilla, Pike and
Katarapko.

Following early winter
overbank flows,
extensive and
prolonged overbank
flows along large
sections of River
Murray System
expected.
Environmental delivery
may be opportunistic
where ‘gaps’ in
hydrograph allow or
where blackwater
mitigation required.
Managed floodplain
events expected at
Gunbower, Hattah, Lake
Wallawalla, Chowilla,
Pike and Katarapko.

If sufficient volumes of unregulated flows occur, then higher flows to the Coorong and Murray
Mouth will be delivered. Actions such as water level cycling may also be pursued to reduce salinity
levels (see Section 6.9). Barrage releases to the sea are planned to target native fish outcomes,
provide for native bird populations and manage salinity levels in the Coorong. Lake levels will be
targeted to remain within the range0.50 and 0.85 m AHD, to vary in accordance with prevailing
conditions, environmental objectives and to manage risks to water access and security.
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River salinity

Environmental entitlement holders may assess salinity risks of watering activities and, if required, use additional environmental water to boost
dilution.

South Australian
Lower Murray
Irrigation Area
(LMRIA) Acid Drainage

Dilution from unregulated flow into spring.
Additional Dilution Flows triggered until
early summer, helping to reduce the
likelihood of algal blooms.
Full SA entitlement and delivery of water
for the environment is likely to prevent
most water quality issues associated with
acid drainage and salinity. However,
potential water quality problems during
summer and autumn remain possible if
there are lower flow conditions.

Sufficient dilution from unregulated flow into
autumn, coupled with full SA entitlement and
delivery of water for the environment is likely
to prevent most water quality issues
associated with acid drainage and salinity.
However, potential water quality problems
during summer and autumn remain possible
if there are lower flow conditions.

Significant dilution from unregulated flow
throughout the water year. Additional Dilution
Flows may be triggered year-round and water for
the environment delivered, although system fully
unregulated. However, potential for large natural
overbank flooding which carries the risk of
hypoxic blackwater and salinity spikes.

Low dissolved oxygen

Potential for small blackwater event from localised high inflows mobilising carbon. Increased
potential for localised low dissolved oxygen levels from low flows and high water
temperatures.

Potential for significant blackwater event with
very low dissolved oxygen levels due to overbank
flows mobilising carbon. EWHs may co-ordinate
environmental water releases where possible to
provide dilution and small freshwater refuges.

Chance of blue-green
algal blooms along
river

There is always a chance of blue-green algal blooms forming somewhere along the River Murray System. Algal blooms generally form during the
summer and persist into autumn and have been observed in both high flow and low flow years. More extensive blooms along the river and in the
storages have been observed more often during dry years when temperatures are high, river flows are constant and when headwater storage
levels are relatively low. The BoM outlook is currently for wetter than average conditions and average temperatures, however if dry conditions
and higher temperatures eventuate, then there will be a heightened chance of blue-green algal blooms, particularly over summer and autumn.
River Murray Operations may be able to assist in dispersing algal blooms in some weir pools with ‘pulsed’ flows. However, this is not always
feasible, particularly when water is scarce.

Chance of weir pool
stratification

Risk of weir pool stratification increases under sustained high temperatures, particular weather scenarios and when flows are low. River Murray
Operations will monitor River Murray weir pools, particularly when high risk conditions may eventuate.
River Murray Operations may be able to assist in re-mixing stratified weir pools by varying weir pool levels or with ‘pulsed’ flows. However, this is
not always feasible, particularly when water is scarce.
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Environmental inflows from the Goulburn River
Significant inflows of water for the environment from the Goulburn system are planned for 2022-23
subject to inflow conditions and delivery constraints. Inflows of water for the environment from the
Goulburn River are assumed for all scenarios and aim to achieve outcomes along the Goulburn as
well as connectivity with the River Murray.
The focus of water for the environment in the lower Goulburn River is vegetation recovery, to
improve the condition of the lower banks that have been damaged by unseasonably high summer
and autumn deliveries in recent years. Providing small amounts of water for the environment yearround for elevated low flow is the highest priority under all scenarios, to provide habitat for fish and
macroinvertebrates and help the lower bank vegetation to recover. Water for the environment will
be used when required to slow the recession of natural spills at Goulburn Weir to reduce the risk of
riverbank slumping and provide a more natural flow pattern for native fish.
Timing delivery alongside large, natural flow events will be a focus for 2022-23. Passing these flows
from the mid-Goulburn River to the lower Goulburn River and Murray in winter and spring is a high
priority under all scenarios. Delivering a winter fresh in July/August is a high priority and assumed
under all scenarios, to provide channel-forming processes.
An early-spring fresh to prime the system and stimulate plant germination is a high priority under all
scenarios. A late-spring fresh to trigger perch spawning is another high priority, but this watering
action will not be delivered if it is likely to impact the recovery of bank vegetation, and it will only be
delivered under the ‘extreme dry’ to ‘moderate’ scenarios if sufficient water is available. If summer
low flow targets are met, an autumn fresh will be delivered between March and May 2023, to
maintain the bank vegetation and allow new seeds to germinate.
Smaller volumes of water for the environment are also expected to enter the River Murray from the
lower Broken Creek and the Campaspe River throughout the year.
This AOO assumes volumes of environmental water ranging from ~175 GL in the wet scenarios to
300~ GL in the ‘dry’ scenario (see Table 11). Under the current operational arrangements, and
consistent with the Basin Plan obligations, it is expected that water for the environment delivered
from the Goulburn system will move through the River Murray for reuse at sites within Victoria such
as Gunbower Creek, Gunbower Forest, Hattah Lakes and to South Australia to support a spring
channel pulse and for use at Chowilla, Pike and Katarapko floodplains, and the Lower Lakes, Coorong
and Murray Mouth.
The Victorian State Constructing Authority applies an incremental use to cover the additional
conveyance losses from the delivery of water for the environment from the Goulburn, Campaspe and
Lower Broken Creek that enters the Murray and reaches South Australia.
There may be times when delivery of water for the environment in the Goulburn system is
constrained by the operational need to call water from the Goulburn IVT account. Where possible
the call on the IVT water will be shaped to help achieve environmental objectives in the Goulburn
and Campaspe Rivers and Lower Broken Creek. Co-ordination of the delivery of IVT account water
with environmental and operational flows will be undertaken by the MDBA River Operations staff
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alongside Goulburn-Murray Water, Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority and
relevant EWHs. Information on the delivery of IVT account water to the Murray will be provided to
the public via the MDBA River Murray Operations Weekly Report and the Goulburn-Murray Water
website as delivery arrangements are implemented.
For more information about potential environmental watering actions in the Goulburn System, see
the VEWH’s seasonal watering plan for 2022-23.

River

Environmental inflows from the Murrumbidgee

All AOO scenarios include the delivery of water for the environment from the Murrumbidgee River.
The delivery of water for the environment will aim to achieve outcomes along the Murrumbidgee as
well as connectivity with the River Murray.
Under all scenarios native fish connectivity events are planned for late spring/early summer to
provide pulses down the river to cue native fish, like golden perch, to spawn and move between river
and off-river habitats. The events will be designed to enable Balranald Weir (and potentially other
weirs in the Murrumbidgee River) to be removed for short periods to give fish opportunities to move
and repopulate parts of the river where their numbers are low. There could be 30 GL or more
delivered as part of these native fish pulses, however unregulated flows may achieve desired
environmental flow rates.
Dependant on catchment conditions, a large-scale wetland reconnection event of up to 200 GL is
being considered for autumn 2023 under ‘dry’ to ‘wet’ scenarios to deliver a flow that can spill water
into wetlands and billabongs along the river. If natural reconnection with the wetlands does not
eventuate through high unregulated flows, this action will provide 3 consecutive years of inundation
and provide ideal conditions for the continued recovery of these wetlands after several dry years.
Given the unregulated inflows in winter 2022, under all scenarios, naturally high flows are expected
that will provide a range of environmental benefits. However, if there are overbank flows in late
spring and summer, the high temperature and organic matter washed into the river could cause a
hypoxic blackwater event. Water for the environment may be used to assist with providing dilution
flows by releasing fresher water into the river from the dams to mix with low dissolved oxygen water
in the river.
This AOO assumes volumes of environmental water ranging from ~20 GL in the ‘extreme dry’
scenario to ~90 GL in the ‘dry’ and ‘moderate’ scenario (see Table 11). Under the current operational
arrangements, and consistent with the Basin Plan obligations, it is expected that this water for the
environment will move through the system for reuse in South Australia to support a spring channel
pulse and use at Chowilla, Pike and Katarapko floodplains, and the Lower Lakes, Coorong and Murray
Mouth.
The New South Wales Government applies an incremental use to cover the additional conveyance
losses from the delivery of environmental water from the Murrumbidgee that enters the Murray and
reaches South Australia.
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The delivery of Murrumbidgee IVT is expected to provide opportunities to coordinate with the
delivery of water for the environment to achieve improved outcomes by providing sustained
elevated flows for native fish breeding and movement. Delivery of IVT in summer and autumn can
also assist with preventing stratification of weir pools in the Murrumbidgee which pose a risk of fish
deaths when the pools are mixed and low dissolved bottom water mixes with the surface water.
For more information, see the New South Wales DPE website for future updates on Murrumbidgee
watering priorities and the CEWO website on Murrumbidgee water use.

Gunbower Creek and Gunbower Forest
The Gunbower Forest, on the River Murray floodplain downstream of Echuca, is an important river
red gum wetland complex. Water for the environment can be delivered along the length of
Gunbower Creek for native fish outcomes and can also be diverted from Gunbower Creek into the
forest floodplain when desired.
Flows through Gunbower Creek are expected to be provided throughout the year in all scenarios and
aim to maintain and improve populations of native fish. Of the total flow through the creek, the net
environmental use is expected to be near 20 GL.
Up to 98 GL of environmental water is expected to be used in Gunbower Forest in 2022-23 under all
inflow scenarios.
A high priority in the Gunbower Forest is a continuation of the delivery of water for the environment
that started in June 2022, following multiple years of drying regime for the forest. This event would
deliver up to 64 GL through the Hipwell Road regulator through spring 2022-23 and aims to inundate
the forest floodplain, flood runners and wetlands. This event will be replicated starting from winter
2023 and continuing into 2023-24 as consecutive years of inundation is required to help recover the
condition of the forest.
Under all scenarios a fresh through Yarran Creek would also be delivered to provide connectivity for
fish and other aquatic fauna to move, and the exchange of carbon, nutrients and propagules into the
river.
Natural inflows into the forest are likely in winter/spring under ‘near-average’ and wetter scenarios
which may meet some of the above actions. If this was to occur water for the environment will be
used to extend the natural flooding by delivering additional water into the forest. The wetter
conditions may trigger colonial nesting water bird breeding that requires additional delivery of water
for the environment to maintain water levels to support successful completion of the breeding
event.
For more information about potential water for the environment plans at Gunbower Creek and
Gunbower Forest, see the VEWH’s seasonal watering plan for 2022-23.

Koondrook–Perricoota Forest
The environmental works at Koondrook–Perricoota Forest provide an opportunity for water to be
diverted into the upstream end of the Koondrook–Perricoota Forest. Water can then either be held
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in the forest or allowed to flow through the forest into the Wakool River system. Structures located
within the forest allow for some water to be returned directly to the River Murray and Wakool
system, but mainly during very large watering events and during natural floods.
Environmental water holders and the site managers are working with the local Traditional Owners
and community to deliver a small scale 30 GL Traditional Flow event to Koondrook-Perricoota Forest
under all scenarios. The aim of the Traditional Flow event is to re-introduce water to culturalecological ‘hotspot’ sites for the enhancement of traditional and ecological values in the forest.
If natural inflows occur in winter/spring in ‘near average’ and wetter scenarios, delivery of water to
low-lying creeks and wetlands using up to 20 GL of water for the environment to supplement minor
overbank flows is possible.

Hattah Lakes
The Hattah Lakes and surrounding flood plain are located in north-west Victoria adjacent to the River
Murray. This series of lakes can be broadly divided into the southern lakes which contain permanent
and semi-permanent wetlands and the higher elevation northern lakes, which are mostly ephemeral
wetlands. Environmental works at Hattah Lakes, consisting of regulators, a permanent pump station
and small constructed levees, are used to restore a beneficial pattern of flooding to the lakes.
The volumes of environmental water planned to be used in Hattah Lakes in 2022-23 range between
15 GL under the ‘extreme dry’ scenario and around 35 GL from ‘dry’ to ‘wet’ scenarios.
In the absence of natural flooding, water is expected to be pumped to top up and fill selected
wetlands in the southern Hattah Lakes during spring 2022. This aims to provide breeding habitat for
waterbirds, stimulate new growth of aquatic vegetation, inundate dry wetlands to release carbon
and nutrients to increase food web productivity, provide spawning and recruitment habitat for smallbodied native fish and stimulate the growth and improve condition of river red gums.
In the wetter scenarios, water for the environment may be used to extend the duration and extent of
natural inundation of the lakes to provide improved conditions for river red gums and black box on
the floodplain, provide conditions for waterbird breeding and feeding conditions for native fish to
move between the Murray and Hattah Lakes support spawning and recruitment of native fish.
For more information about potential water for the environment deliveries at Hattah Lakes, see the
VEWH’s seasonal watering plan for 2022-23.

Lindsay, Mulcra and Wallpolla Islands
Lindsay–Wallpolla and Mulcra Islands are comprised of 3 adjacent anabranch systems in north-west
Victoria. In 2022-23 small scale deliveries to wetlands via pumping are planned for spring and
autumn. Delivery under all scenarios will be below 3 GL.
The filling of wetlands aims to provide habitat for waterbirds, native fish, frogs and turtles. It also
aims to stimulate the release of carbon and nutrients to increase productivity of the floodplain feed
webs to increase growth rate of yabbies, provide conditions for lake bed plants to grow in the drying
phase of the lake and increase soil moisture for river red gums.
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Planned watering actions also include providing base flows and in-channel freshes in anabranches to
maintain fast flowing habitat for native fish, reconnecting isolated pools to support dispersal,
spawning and recruitment of native fish and maintain habitat for aquatic vegetation and soil
moisture to maintain condition of streamside vegetation.
The weir pools of Locks 8 and 9 will be raised to support the delivery of water to the wetlands.
For more information about potential water for the environment actions at Lindsay, Mulcra and
Wallpolla islands, see the VEWH’s seasonal watering plan for 2022-23.

The lower Darling and Great Darling Anabranch
The volumes of water for the environment expected to be used in the lower Darling (Baaka) River in
2022-23 may be low, on the timing and duration of flood management releases in winter/spring and
rates of operational releases to meet River Murray system demands (see Table 11). However, up to
~140 GL of water for the environment may be used to manage recessions from high unregulated
flows and to build on top of regulated operational releases.
Use of water for the environment will aim to assist with Murray cod and native fish spawning,
recruitment and recovery in the lower Baaka following the mass fish deaths in early 2019 and where
possible inundation of riparian vegetation and low-level wetlands. Watering actions may consist of
elevated baseflows, if required, into early summer, to provide additional habitat to promote
survivorship of young fish and a slight rise in spring during the Murray cod breeding season. A late
spring fresh to support golden perch spawning in the Lower Darling River and dispersal of native fish
from Menindee Lakes is a high priority which may be delivered in combination with operational
releases from Menindee Lakes.
The use of water for the environment in the Great Darling Anabranch has been included in the AOO
under all scenarios, via the Lake Cawndilla outlet regulator, between November and March 2023.
This event aims to support vegetation along the Anabranch and facilitate juvenile Golden Perch,
currently in Lake Cawndilla, to disperse into the Murray.
When releases are only being made by New South Wales EWHs, the New South Wales Government
applies an incremental use to cover the additional conveyance losses from the delivery of water for
the environment from the Lower Darling that enters the Murray and reaches South Australia. When a
directed release from Menindee Lakes is made, the use accounting is outlined in the Objectives and
Outcomes for the River Murray System (SO&O 10(4)). The New South Wales government will also
account for losses and return flows credited to South Australia, if any, for water delivered to the
Great Darling Anabranch in 2022-23.
For more information, see the New South Wales DPE website for future updates on Murray and
lower Darling watering priorities and the CEWO website on lower Murray-Darling water use.

Environmental water delivered to South Australia
Significant volumes of water for the environment are assumed to be delivered across the South Australian
border in each of the scenarios presented in this operating outlook, ranging from ~350 GL in the ‘very
wet’ to 1,080 GL in the ‘dry’ scenario (see Table 11).
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This environmental water delivered into South Australia provides benefits as it flows along the length of
the River Murray all the way to the end of system.
Water for the environment at the South Australian border is expected to comprise of water originating
from Hume releases (see Section 5.10.1), return flows from the Goulburn and Campaspe systems (see
Section 5.10.3), return flows from the Murrumbidgee River (see Section 5.10.4) and lower Darling River
(see Section 5.10.9). These volumes are considered in addition to approximately 250 GL of South
Australian entitlements owned by EWHs at full (100%) allocation.
In addition to the return flows and SA environmental allocated entitlements, other water for the
environment may also be delivered across the South Australian border using trade mechanisms.
Depending on the pattern and timing of delivery, water for the environment delivered across the South
Australian border may target environmental outcomes in the River Murray channel, at the Chowilla,
Katarapko and Pike floodplains, at other lower Murray floodplain sites, and the Lower Lakes and the
Coorong.
Under all scenarios, a spring pulse in the River Murray at or above 20,000 ML/day at the South Australian
border for at least 25 days in late spring is desired. This would require water for the environment to be
coordinated between the River Murray and tributaries. The spring pulse would increase the availability of
faster flowing habitat which is expected support a range of outcomes, including the transport and
dispersal of propagules by keeping them suspended in the water column, and breeding by large-bodied
native fish. This action aims to build on improved flow conditions in 2021-22 that saw successful spawning
and recruitment of golden perch in the lower Murray after not being recorded for 8-9 years prior.
Ideally a higher flow would be generated to enhance environmental outcomes, however this is likely to be
difficult to achieve under current operational flow constraints without significant unregulated flows.
Under all scenarios, EWHs plan to place orders for directed releases of up to 100 GL from Lake Victoria to
enhance the inflow into South Australia.
Management of flows and water levels from the South Australia Border to the Murray Mouth is the
responsibility of the SA DEW in collaboration with SA Water. SA DEW, in exercising its responsibilities
takes account of system and other advice provided by the MDBA and any arrangements agreed
between the CEWO and SA DEW on the use and delivery of CEWH environmental entitlements. All
water for the environment use is accounted in South Australia and is actively managed to provide for
improved ecological and environmental outcomes.

Watering via Chowilla, Pike and Katarapko works
In ‘very dry’ to ‘dry’ scenarios, pumping to priority wetlands on the Chowilla floodplains are expected at
up to 12 priority wetlands (including Pike and Katarapko) needing 5-11 GL through winter, spring and
potentially autumn.
A range of floodplain regulator options are being planned to facilitate delivery of water for the
environment to Chowilla, Katarapko and Pike floodplains this winter/spring. Chowilla operation is
expected to occur between July and December from a ‘dry’ to wetter scenario. A low level inundation is
expected for Katarapko and Pike floodplains under a ‘dry’ scenario, however under a ‘moderate’ scenario
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and above, a moderate level inundation is planned to take the water level at both floodplains higher than
has previously been undertaken.
Water to support these actions to come from a combination of return flows, traded environment
entitlements from upstream allocations and use of the SA environmental allocation entitlements and
unregulated flows. The events would occur in winter/spring to support long-lived vegetation, understory
and submerged vegetation, frog and bird species.
For more information and the latest updates see the SA DEW wetlands website.
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6 Scenario results
6.1 Dartmouth Reservoir
Dartmouth Reservoir is the River Murray System drought reserve. Key considerations when operating
Dartmouth Reservoir are the holding of reserves for later, potentially drought years, and planning for
transfers of water to remain within the channel capacity of the lower Mitta Mitta River (measured at
Tallandoon).
Dartmouth storage is close to capacity. Management will focus on airspace management to reduce
downstream flood risk and balance spill risk between Dartmouth and Hume. Airspace management
releases at Dartmouth Reservoir aim to remain below channel capacity. However, there is always a
possibility that airspace releases or flow over the spillway may result in flows at or above channel
capacity, particularly during flood operations. A key consideration for airspace management releases
at Dartmouth Reservoir is targeting the storage to be effectively full on or before the day that Hume
Reservoir reaches effective full supply, maximising state water resources.
Based on the storage level on 1 July 2022 of 3,660 GL (95% capacity), an indicative storage volume
and releases for Dartmouth Reservoir under the 6 scenarios are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Figure 7: Dartmouth Reservoir storage outlook.

The projected storage volumes shown range from 3,800 GL (99% capacity, effective full supply level)
in the ‘very wet’ scenario through to 2,680 GL (69% capacity) in the ‘extreme dry’. Under all scenarios
except the ‘extreme dry’, Dartmouth Reservoir reaches effective full supply during spring. In the
‘near-average’ and wetter cases, the storage remains above 90% capacity throughout 2022-23. In the
‘moderate’ and wetter scenarios, releases for the purpose of managing airspace are required.
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However, considering the current tributary inflows, average catchment conditions and the BoM’s 3
month rainfall outlook, the recession of inflows from 22% AEP to less than 90% AEP presented in the
drier cases is increasingly unlikely.
Any water released from Dartmouth Reservoir directly affects Hume Reservoir. As such, a high
degree of coordination is required between the two storages, particularly when volumes are at or
near capacity. The storages are operated based on the overall chance of spill and the shared flood
protection downstream of both storages. Dartmouth Reservoir has a smaller catchment and offers
more flood mitigation potential than Hume Reservoir. Therefore, airspace targets at Dartmouth
Reservoir are often less than at Hume Reservoir.
When releases for airspace management commence, the storage is 'effectively spilling'. Active
airspace management reduces the probability of downstream flooding, with releases continuing
through the power station and the normal outlet works. Active airspace management also assists in
avoiding the use of the spillway by increasing flood mitigation potential, as well as ensuring that the
storage will be maximised as drier conditions eventuate. If required, releases from Dartmouth may
be decreased to delay inflow into Hume Reservoir, increasing the level in Dartmouth Reservoir such
that the storage may increase into surcharge (above 100% capacity) and water flows over the
spillway. If this occurs the storage will be ‘physically spilling’. Passing water over the spillway crest
significantly reduces the peak rate passing below the storage due to the attenuation of inflows as
they are partially stored in the reservoir. Information on Dartmouth Reservoir flood operations can
be found on the MDBA website and is described further in Section 7.1.1.
In the ‘near-average’ and wetter cases, airspace management releases from Dartmouth Reservoir
commence in August at modest rates and then increase throughout spring to manage storage levels
during the higher inflow months. As such, the storage will be ‘effectively spilling’. Initially, the release
will be comprised of the South Australian (SA) storage right (as set out in Schedule D to the MurrayDarling Basin Agreement) currently held in Dartmouth. As specified in Schedule D, any spill of SA
storage right will be delivered from Dartmouth through the system to the South Australian border.
Significant releases may be required in the ‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenarios to manage storage airspace
and flood operations may commence at Dartmouth. Key considerations will be dam safety, to
mitigate flooding downstream on the Mitta Mitta River and to assist in limiting downstream flooding
impacts below Hume Dam and Yarrawonga Weir.
In the ‘moderate’ case, airspace management releases increase gradually to peak in mid-spring, yet
releases are expected to remain well below downstream channel capacity limits. To maximise water
availability for the River Murray System, in all cases where the storage is effectively spilling,
Dartmouth Reservoir will aim to be effectively full on or before the day that Hume Reservoir is
effectively full.
As inflows recede in summer and autumn, small releases for airspace management may be required
to maintain the storage near effective full supply level in the ‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenarios.
In the ‘near-average’ and drier cases, releases for the harmony operation of Dartmouth and Hume
reservoirs can occur, as Hume storage levels recede. Harmony operation of Dartmouth and Hume
reservoirs aims to manage the airspace in both storages in a complementary way. Harmony releases
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aim to balance the risk of spill between both storages while providing flood mitigation for the Mitta
Mitta community, contributing to ecosystem functions in the Mitta Mitta River and enhancing
recreational use on Lake Hume, with a low risk of impacting State shares in the River Murray System.
In the two driest cases, harmony releases may commence in spring, with rates rising to 5 GL/day by
early summer. In the ‘moderate’ and ‘near-average’ scenarios harmony releases commence in
summer at modest rates. In all scenarios except the ‘extreme dry’, harmony releases continue until
mid-autumn. In the ‘extreme dry’ scenario, harmony operation quickly transitions to bulk transfers in
late spring to support Hume Reservoir levels and River Murray System demands.
Bulk transfers of water from Dartmouth to Hume Reservoir occur to provide sufficient water in Hume
to meet downstream demands. As at the end of June 2022 Hume Reservoir was at 94% and rising
with further rainfall forecast. This is considered a high storage level early in the ‘inflow season’.
Continued unregulated inflows into Hume Reservoir, releases from the Snowy Mountains Scheme via
Murray 1 power station and a wet outlook for winter/spring mean that Dartmouth to Hume transfers
are unlikely during 2022-23 (Figure 8). Bulk transfers are only assumed in the ‘extreme dry’ scenario
with a transfer volume of 760 GL anticipated, but this scenario is unlikely given the current trend of
wetter than average conditions. Continued wet conditions over winter 2022 would likely reduce the
transfer requirement in the ‘extreme dry’ scenario.

Figure 8: Dartmouth Reservoir release outlook.

When transfers from Dartmouth to Hume Reservoir are required, they are made as a series of
managed variable flows (known as pulses) in accordance with the MDBA environmental guidelines
for Dartmouth releases. Pulsing the releases from Dartmouth is designed to enhance the ecological
conditions of the lower Mitta Mitta River. Variable flows also help minimise riverbank erosion.
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During 2022-23, releases from Dartmouth for the purpose of harmony operations from Dartmouth to
Hume are planned to remain at rates below 5,000 ML/day. It has been observed that flow rates
above 5,000 ML/day increase riverbank erosion along the lower Mitta Mitta River. For bulk transfers,
Mitta Mitta River flows up to channel capacity (~9,800 ML/day at Tallandoon) are unlikely to be
required, however bulk transfers in the ‘extreme dry’ scenario may be required at rates slightly
above 5,000 ML/day.
Under all scenarios, outside of releases for airspace management, harmony operations and bulk
transfers, the Dartmouth release will target minimum flows to provide sufficient water to meet
community, water quality, and environmental objectives. Small volumes of AGL Hydro entitlement
releases for electricity generation have also been included in all scenarios.
The minimum planned regulated release from Dartmouth Dam, released from Dartmouth Pondage
Weir (Banimboola), aims to conserve water in the reservoir while supporting environmental assets
and ecosystem functions in the river between Dartmouth and Hume Reservoir. The minimum flow
rate is 200 ML/day, as per the SO&O 1.4 in the Objectives and Outcomes for the River Murray
System. However, when the Dartmouth Reservoir storage volume is greater than 60%, the minimum
planned regulated release gradually increases to an average of up to 500 ML/day (when the storage
is above 80% capacity) and releases are pulsed (i.e. varied) rather than remaining constant for long
periods of time. The planned pulses aim to mimic a more natural flow regime. That is, individual
pulses that rise steeply with a quick initial recession followed by a more gradual recession.
Dartmouth storage is expected to remain well above 60% in all scenarios. When no other releases of
AGL entitlements, spill or Hume transfers are being made throughout 2022-23, every 3 to 4 weeks
varied pulses downstream of Dartmouth Dam may be made to benefit water quality and ecosystem
functions in the Mitta Mitta River. This operation has been undertaken since the year 2000 and has
shown to prevent the establishment of nuisance biofilms (algae growth that is low nutrient value and
blocks river pumps) while also promoting the growth of healthy biofilms (more diverse algae that
indicate a healthier river system). Unregulated inflows from the Snowy Creek may increase Mitta
Mitta River flows to greater levels than can be targeted from the Dartmouth Pondage Weir. In some
cases, releases may be made to enhance the flow rate, recession or provide a ‘double pulse’ if there
is good ecological rationale to do so.
The actual release rate from Dartmouth will depend on inflow and usage patterns and the storage
volume in Hume Reservoir. With the BoM outlook indicating wet conditions and high storage levels
in both Dartmouth and Hume reservoirs, airspace management releases are likely to occur sometime
in winter and/or spring. Likewise, broad assumptions have been made about the pattern and timing
of harmony releases and bulk transfers. Actual conditions through the year will inform any transfer
strategy from Dartmouth Reservoir.

6.2 Hume Reservoir and flow at Doctors Point
Hume Reservoir is the primary regulating structure in the River Murray System. Hume is used to
store inflows from the upper Murray catchment as well as water released from the Snowy Mountains
Scheme and Dartmouth Reservoir. This water is then released as needed, supplemented by
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downstream tributary inflows, to meet the consumptive and environmental needs of New South
Wales, Victoria and South Australia.
Hume Reservoir cannot be surcharged under normal flood operations to ensure dam safety.
Therefore, a small volume of airspace will be maintained to assist in limiting downstream damage
caused by moderate to major floods. This will be achieved by passing smaller flow events through
Lake Hume, with possibly little or no attenuation, if rainfall and streamflow conditions show this to
be prudent. Such an operation aims to provide improved flood mitigation outcomes in any
subsequent larger flood event. For very large floods, the ability for Hume Dam to mitigate
downstream flooding is limited. Information on flood management at Hume Dam can be found on
the MDBA website and is described further is Section 7.1.
Active airspace management commenced at Hume in May 2022, therefore Hume started this water
year ‘effectively spilling’. Hume Dam storage was 1,820 GL (94% capacity) on 1 July 2022. The
indicative storage volumes and releases (shown as flows at Doctors Point downstream of the Kiewa
River junction) for Hume Reservoir throughout 2022-23 under the 6 scenarios are shown in Figure 10.
Airspace management releases are predicted to continue at Hume Dam under all scenarios into late
winter and spring, with ‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenario inflow conditions likely requiring active airspace
management to continue into summer. The flow rates presented in this plan (for example at Doctors
Point in Figure 10) are daily average flow rates over the month and therefore do not reflect what
may occur on a day-to-day basis with flood peaks. The timing and duration of flood events cannot be
predicted this far in advance as they depend on the conditions at the time. More information on
flooding risks is discussed in Section 7.1.
Airspace in Hume Reservoir is actively managed to optimise flood mitigation while not impacting on
water security. This means keeping the storage below the effective full supply volume (99% capacity)
as late as possible into the filling season while still having a high degree of confidence that the
storage can be filled before downstream demands emerge. Under all scenarios, as inflows to Hume
subside and releases for airspace management reduce, directed releases of water for the
environment will commence to meet downstream environmental demands. During this transition
from airspace management releases, the demand for water for the environment may increase
downstream of the storage when the storage would normally be filled. Environmental Water Holders
(EWHs) are debited for the directed releases, as outlined in the Objectives and Outcomes for the
River Murray System (SO&O 2 (4)&(6)). The storage may not reach effective full supply if a directed
release occurs. The provision is neutral to overall water availability and does not exacerbate
downstream flood risks.
Hume Reservoir storage level is expected to peak in August in the ‘extreme dry’ scenario and as late
as December in the ‘very wet’ scenario. In the drier scenarios, Hume is expected to be lower than
effective full supply as upstream inflows and airspace management releases reduce and directed
releases of water for the environment commence.
Hume storage starts to drawdown over spring/summer when increased releases to meet
downstream demand for water (irrigation and/or water for the environment) exceeds inflows
(including Snowy Hydro releases) into the storage. In the drier scenarios, Hume storage ends the
2022-23 water year below 20% capacity. In the wetter cases, the storage remains high across the
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water year, as downstream demands are low (Figure 9). In the ‘very wet’ scenario, Hume storage
increases back towards full capacity by the end of 2022-23.
The ‘very wet’ scenario depicts inflows that are in the 10th percentile of inflows on record. In 202122, inflows to Hume Reservoir during January and February were in the top 2nd percentile of inflows
on record for those months. Therefore, if similar high summer inflows were to occur, Hume storage
may continue to effectively spill throughout 2022-23.

Figure 9: Hume Reservoir storage outlook

Across the 6 scenarios, releases to manage airspace at Hume range from 690 GL in the ‘extreme dry’
scenario to 4,600 GL in the ‘very wet’. The ‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenarios, sustained periods of
releases at or above channel capacity at Doctors Point are anticipated, particularly over late winter
and spring (Figure 10). Flow rates in Figure 10 are calculated based on monthly average flows. Daily
releases may be significantly greater than shown in Figure 10 in response to individual rainfall and
inflow events.
In the ‘near-average’ and drier scenarios presented, the average monthly flow at Doctors Point,
below the junction of the Kiewa River with the Murray, remains below channel capacity (i.e. below
25,000 ML/day). However, as observed in 2021-22, it is still possible that daily flows could exceed
25,000 ML/day at Doctors Point due to an inflow spike following heavy rainfall in the Kiewa River
catchment. Inflows in the ‘near-average’ scenario in spring may result in daily rates that reach or
exceed downstream channel capacity limits. Daily peaks at Doctors Point in these cases are hard to
predict as they are dependent on the nature of the inflow event being managed at Hume.
As inflows subside, regulated releases commence from Hume Dam to meet downstream system
demands, including irrigation, water for the environment and, in the drier cases, bulk transfers to
Lake Victoria. Across the year, the total release to meet regulated demands varies from 1,000 GL in
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the ‘very wet’ scenario to 3,600 ML/day in the ‘extreme dry’. Regulated releases are expected to
remain below the downstream Doctors Point channel capacity (Figure 10).
Under all scenarios, directed releases of water for the environment are made to prolong overbank
inundation of the Barmah-Millewa Forest during winter and spring (section 6.4.2). In the ‘moderate’
and wetter scenarios, airspace management releases from Hume and tributary inflow downstream of
the dam meet or exceed the downstream environmental target rates until late spring. Under these
scenarios, modest amounts of water for the environment are required from Hume.
‘Dry and ‘extreme dry’ scenario inflow conditions result in significant volumes of water for the
environment being released from Hume during winter and spring to meet the downstream
environmental targets (Table 11).

Figure 10: Hume Reservoir release outlook—flow at Doctors Point
Note: flow rates are an average daily flow within the month and do not represent peak flow rates.

In the ‘moderate’ and drier scenarios, reasonable volumes of water for the environment are planned
for release from Hume Reservoir in 2022-23, with volumes up to 760 GL in the ‘dry’ scenario (see
Section 5.10.1). In the cases where airspace management releases at Hume end in winter and spring,
Doctors Point flow rates can actually be lower due to inflows from the Ovens River that partially
meet or exceed the desired environmental target downstream and less water for the environment is
required to be released from Hume.
In the ‘near average’ and wetter cases, airspace releases meet or exceed the downstream
environmental target, limiting the required release of water for the environment. Approximately
350 GL of water for the environment is released in the ‘wet’ case to support lower downstream
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environmental demands over summer. As always, releases of water for the environment will be
managed at a flow rate below 25,000 ML/day at Doctors Point.
At the end of May 2022 Hume storage varies vastly, between 99% in the ‘very wet’ case and 5%
(1306GL) in the ‘extreme dry’ case. This reflects the inherent uncertainties in forecasting how the
water year will unfold. In the drier cases, the storage ends the water year at low levels, with transfers
from Dartmouth managed in a way that deliberately reduces the Hume storage volume to low levels
to maximise airspace for capturing inflows in the subsequent 2023 filling season. However, with
above average rainfall forecast by the BoM for winter and spring 2022, Hume storage is unlikely to
reach the low levels forecast in the dry scenarios.
Potential negative impacts from drawing Hume to low levels in the drier scenarios are the increased
chance of algal blooms in the relatively shallow and warmer Hume water body, and the decreased
opportunity for tourism and recreation on and around Lake Hume. Algal blooms were observed
during the 2021-22 water year, resulting from high nutrient runoff from the surrounding bushfire
affected catchment. Low Dissolved Oxygen (DO) was also an issue in Hume Reservoir following the
2020 bushfires, with the storage becoming stratified during the summers of 2021 and 2022 and
subsequent Hume releases were at times anoxic. Releases were managed through the valves to
maximise aeration in the water released until the stratification broke down and storage water quality
improved. More information is provided in section 7.4.3.
Given the high storage level in Dartmouth Reservoir, harmony operations of Dartmouth and Hume
reservoirs may be considered in the ‘moderate’ and drier cases, with one of the objectives being to
support recreation in Lake Hume.

6.3 Lake Mulwala
Lake Mulwala was lowered in early May 2022 to the target level of around 120.0 m AHD to control
the invasive water weed Egeria densa and undertake infrastructure maintenance. Refilling of the lake
to the normal operating range of 124.6 m to 124.9 m AHD is expected to commence in late July 2022,
noting the chance that rain could inundate some of the low-lying parts of the lake prior to refilling.
Outside of any large natural inflows to the weir thereafter, the weir pool will continue to target the
normal operating range to enable gravity diversions to Mulwala Canal and Yarrawonga Main
Channel.

6.4 The Barmah Choke
The ‘Barmah Choke’ is a section of the River Murray (between Yarrawonga Weir and Barmah) that
has the lowest capacity of any section of the river downstream of Hume Dam. This natural
constriction has resulted in frequent natural inundation of the low-lying floodplain on the Barmah
(Victoria) and Millewa (New South Wales) flanks of the Murray. Over long periods of time, frequent
natural inundation of this area has led to the formation of an area of high ecological value: the
Barmah–Millewa Forest.
The restricted channel capacity through the Barmah Choke limits the amount of water that can be
delivered downstream (e.g. to the Torrumbarry Irrigation Area, Sunraysia, and South Australia). Just
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upstream of Picnic Point in the ‘Choke’ the Edward River Offtake and Gulpa Creek Offtake divert a
portion of River Murray flow into the Edward-Wakool River System. The capacity of these offtakes is
also considered part of the channel capacity restriction in the River Murray System.
The capacity of the Choke varies over time and is influenced by both normal river flows and larger
overbank flows. The MDBA undertakes regular gauging of the river to assess changes in the Choke
capacity and uses this information to inform river operations. Gaugings identify a change in the
relationship between flows downstream of Yarrawonga Weir and the water level at Picnic Point that
has occurred over the last twenty years. Channel capacity through the Barmah Choke itself is
approximately 7,000 ML/day, noting that up to around 1,800 ML/day of additional flow also passes
around the Choke via the Edward River System, returning to the Murray at Wakool Junction.
However, the release from Yarrawonga Weir that corresponds with channel capacity through the
Choke varies during the year and between years. It is dependent on a range of other factors including
diversions and irrigation return flows in the Yarrawonga to Barmah reach, forest regulator settings
and the regulation of flow into the Edward River System.
Running the Choke at, or close to, channel capacity for extended periods increases erosion of the
riverbanks through the Choke. Where erosion leads to bank slumping or erosion of the natural levee,
channel capacity may be further reduced. Erosion of the natural levee on the riverbank leads to
breakouts into the forest in isolated locations increasing losses and unseasonal wetting of low areas
within the Barmah-Millewa Forest.
Decision making about releases from Lake Mulwala, delivered through Yarrawonga Weir, will
continue to have regard to the impact on the Barmah Choke. With continuing tributary flows
downstream of the Choke, access to Barmah Choke bypass options (see section 6.4.1), availability of
Inter Valley Trade and resource available in the Menindee Lakes to meet system demands this year
(see section 6.7), it is unlikely that the Choke will be run at rates close to maximum capacity for
extended periods across summer and autumn. However, due to high anticipated demands in the
drier scenarios, flows close to maximum capacity may be required for periods to avoid demand
shortfalls. For information on capacity issues see Section 7.3.2.
In 2019 the MDBA undertook a detailed survey of the River Murray channel through the Barmah–
Millewa river reach, which revealed significant sedimentation in the River Murray, particularly in the
Barmah-Millewa reach, that is contributing to the declining capacity of the Barmah Choke. More
information is provided in the Barmah-Millewa reach sediment investigation.
Due to the importance of the Barmah–Millewa reach to meeting system demands, a major study is
underway to investigate and assess the feasibility of options to maintain and where possible
reinstate the Barmah Choke capacity. For more information see the Barmah-Millewa Feasibility
Study.

Transfers through and around the Choke
Depending on the scenario, releases from Yarrawonga Weir displayed in Figure 11 include the
continuation of airspace management releases at varying rates from Hume Dam, unregulated
tributary flows from the Ovens and Kiewa rivers, water for the environment, the transfer of water
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downstream to meet lower system demands and, particularly in drier cases, transfers to Lake Victoria
to help meet peak system demand over summer.
Bulk transfers through the Choke (Figure 11) remain within channel in all scenarios. There is little
likelihood that conditions will differ from those assumed in these scenarios such that overbank
transfers (Section 7.3.2) would be considered. Likewise, given the inflows from tributaries
downstream of Yarrawonga Weir, water available to meet system demands in Menindee Lakes and
the relatively high levels anticipated in Lake Victoria, bulk transfers from Hume are unlikely to
commence before summer, and then only in the drier cases.
The water year commenced with Hume airspace releases underway and unregulated tributary flows
resulting in releases averaging 20,000 ML/day downstream of Yarrawonga Weir. In the two wettest
cases, airspace releases and tributary flows increase in winter and early spring, resulting in signficant
releases. It is important to note that average daily releases from Yarrawonga Weir are shown in
Figure 11, and actual daily release rates may be significantly greater, particularly during flood
operations. In the ‘moderate’ case, releases downstream Yarrawonga Weir increase gradually over
spring to average rates similar to those observed in 2021-22.
In the ‘moderate’ scenario, Hume airspace releases and tributary flows from the Kiewa and Ovens
rivers are sufficient to meet the inundation extent in the Barmah-Millewa Forest desired by
Environmental Water Holders (EHWs) until late spring. As Hume airspace releases and tributary flows
subside, water for the environment is planned to be used to maintain the desired environmental
flow target of 15,000 ML/day downstream Yarrawonga Weir until early summer.
If drier scenario inflows eventuate during winter, EHWs are likely to use environmental entitlements
to maintain the inundation in Barmah-Millewa Forest as airspace releases and tributary flows reduce.
In the ‘dry’ and ‘extreme dry’ scenarios, the downstream environmental flow target may reduce in
late winter to optimise available entitlements to meet a second spring inundation of the BarmahMillewa Forest, with releases increasing back to 15,000 ML/day from Yarrawonga Weir (see section
5.10.2).
In all scenarios, water for the environment is used to manage a gradual recession of releases from
15,000 ML/day back to channel capacity from early December. In all except the ‘extreme dry’ case,
water for the environment will continue at lower rates to target within-channel capacity releases
across summer, with a number of off-river regulators remaining open to the Barmah-Millewa Forest
to support the breeding cycles of critical wetland bird species.
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Figure 11: Yarrawonga Weir release outlook. Includes directed environmental release from Hume.

In the ‘extreme dry’ scenario, flows may be held near channel capacity to meet downstream
demands into autumn, with high demands assumed in this scenario. In other scenarios, access to
Menindee Lakes is assumed for longer, therefore releases are below channel capacity throughout
autumn. In the ‘very wet’ scenario, unregulated tributary inflows increase by the end of autumn.
In most years when flows through the Barmah Choke have been or were forecast to be at, or close to
channel capacity, the MDBA has used available spare capacity in Murray Irrigation Limited (MIL)
escapes to deliver additional water downstream via Mulwala Canal. This action effectively bypasses
the Barmah Choke by moving water through MIL channels before it returns to the Murray further
downstream. The scenarios in this AOO assume that access is available to MIL infrastructure and that
MDBA transfers through MIL infrastructure in all but the ‘very wet’ scenario with an annual total up
to 120 GL in the ‘extreme dry’ scenario (Table 2). Transfers through MIL aim to balance the pressure
of delivering close to channel capacity rates through the Choke. In the wetter cases, should natural
flooding cause blackwater issues in the Edward-Wakool System, water may be passed through MIL
infrastructure into the system to provide refugia for native fish.
On the Victorian side, the MDBA can use escapes in the Goulburn-Murray Water network to transfer
small volumes of water (up to 150 ML/day) around the Barmah Choke via the Yarrawonga Main
Channel into lower Broken Creek and back into the Murray downstream of the Choke. This action has
the added benefit of improving fish passage and management of Azolla in lower Broken Creek, and
any additional losses caused by this transfer of water are often accounted as use by EWHs.
See Section 7.3.2 for more information on Barmah Choke capacity considerations.
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Winter and spring
The releases from Yarrawonga Weir presented in Figure 11 and Figure 12 are the average releases
across each month. Within each month significantly higher daily releases are possible.
Airspace management releases from Hume Dam and higher inflows from the Ovens and Kiewa rivers
maintain or increase the unregulated overbank events in the Barmah–Millewa Forest in the
‘moderate’ and wetter scenarios. A significant overbank flow event is anticipated in the ‘wet’ and
‘very wet’ scenarios that extends into early summer.
During any larger overbank flow events, the level of Lake Mulwala and releases from Yarrawonga
Weir will be managed in accordance with flood operating procedures, being mindful of the
environmental water proposals. Typically, inflow events can be expected to be passed through Lake
Mulwala in winter-spring with little mitigation of peak flow rates.
Water for the Environment is assumed to be released from Hume Dam for EWHs to meet flow
targets downstream of Yarrawonga during winter-spring (see Sections 5.10.1 and 5.10.2). The flow
requirements are for a variety of actions including ‘in-channel’ actions (e.g. flow pulses) and ‘abovechannel’ watering of Barmah-Millewa Forest.
If flows return to below the channel capacity during winter and spring, targeted Barmah-Millewa
Forest regulators will remain open to provide connectivity between the river and the floodplain. This
action is assumed in all scenarios and will benefit native fish and improve the transfer of valuable
nutrients from the floodplain to the river to increase productivity. The small additional incremental
water use associated with this action will be debited from environmental entitlements.
In all scenarios, water for the environment is released from Hume to extend the duration of low-level
inundation in Barmah-Millewa Forest following natural overbank flow events. During these ‘abovechannel’ watering actions, regulated releases downstream of Yarrawonga Weir are anticipated to
range up to 15,000 ML/day in 2022-23. The increased flow and additional use of water within the
forest and downstream associated with this watering is debited from environmental entitlements.
See Figure 12 for an example of environmental water use in a ‘moderate’ case. After the forest water
use is subtracted, the remaining return flow of water for the environment is then delivered
downstream.
Under the ‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenarios there is limited opportunity for water for the environment
to be released from Hume Reservoir as Hume airspace releases and naturally high tributary inflows
meet and exceed the environmental flow targets at Yarrawonga Weir. Environmental entitlements
can be used to either sustain the release downstream of Yarrawonga Weir to the limit of
15,000 ML/day between periods of natural flows or to manage a slower recession downstream of the
weir following large flow events.
If available, EWHs may use Barmah-Millewa Environmental Water Allocation (BMF EWA) in
combination with held environmental entitlements to meet environmental targets through the
Barmah-Millewa Forest. BMF EWA is released from Hume to enhance the environmental benefits
within the forest and is triggered by a prolonged dry period. Unlike held environmental entitlements,
BMF EWA is not delivered to the South Australian border or to other environmental sites. Instead,
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BMF EWA is re-regulated downstream of Barmah-Millewa Forest and in some circumstances will
contribute to an unregulated flow event.

Figure 12: Yarrawonga release under the ‘moderate’ scenario. The shaded area is the indicative environmental entitlement
used to maintain the higher target flow.

Summer and autumn
Any watering of the Barmah-Millewa Forest and naturally high overbank flows are anticipated to
conclude by early to mid-summer. From mid-summer onwards, the release downstream of
Yarrawonga Weir returns to near, or below, channel capacity. Given the availability of Menindee
Lakes, access to Barmah Choke bypasses, availability of Inter Valley Trade and relatively high storage
level in Lake Victoria, flows are only expected to remain near channel capacity in the ‘extreme dry’
case across summer. In all other scenarios, water for the environment is used to target withinchannel watering across summer to support water bird breeding cycles. In all scenarios, flows
through the Choke ease from early autumn onwards (Figure 11). Projected MIL escape use and
subsequent summer and autumn Edward River flows are expected to be near or below channel
capacity downstream of Stevens Weir. In the drier cases, peak flow rates downstream of Stevens
Weir (associated with system transfers, not unregulated flow or environmental deliveries) may reach
up to 2,400 ML/day as MIL escapes are maximised to meet high system demands. Peak flow rates are
lower in the remaining scenarios.
In the wet scenarios, due to the high storage volumes in Lake Victoria and Menindee Lakes, lower
flow rates downstream of Yarrawonga Weir are targeted for late summer and autumn. Largely these
lower flow rates aim to meet minimum flow targets. These scenarios also assume partially
suppressed demands in the mid and lower Murray regions due to local rainfall and higher inflows
from tributaries downstream of the Barmah Choke.
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When flows are near-channel capacity and Barmah-Millewa Forest regulators are fully closed, the
chance of summer flooding in the forest increases if there is a rainfall event that leads to a ‘rain
rejection’ of ordered water. If there are summer inflow peaks or rain rejection events, they will be
mitigated to the extent possible, when flooding of the forest is not desirable (i.e. there is a potential
to increase the Lake Mulwala level above the operational full supply level (124.9 m AHD) and even as
high as 125.15 m AHD for short periods, to help prevent or limit the extent of ‘above channel’ flows
downstream of Yarrawonga Weir in the Barmah-Millewa Forest).
During autumn, flows downstream of Yarrawonga are anticipated to reduce to rates below channel
capacity in all scenarios, as is typical during this lower demand time of year. In the ‘very wet’ scenario
natural inflows increase the flow rate in late autumn. Short term spikes in demand at the Lake
Mulwala irrigation offtakes have the potential to cause a short-term reduction of flows downstream
of Yarrawonga. Irrigators with pumps along this reach of the Murray (Yarrawonga and the Barmah
Choke) may be affected by the lower flow rates. Lower autumn flow rates also have the potential to
affect recreational users in this reach. The MDBA will have regard to the requirements of recreational
users and will aim to meet those requirements where they align with meeting other objectives but
cannot guarantee river levels for recreational use. Recreational water users are encouraged to check
flow forecasts on the MDBA website when planning their activities. Further information on
recreation is also available on the MDBA website.

6.5 Euston Weir flow
At Euston Weir, below the confluence of the Murray and Murrumbidgee rivers, average monthly
flows were already at unregulated rates above 20,000 ML/day and forecast to continue to rise
further in July 2022. Contributing to this flow rate were observed natural inflow freshes from
tributaries and airspace management releases downstream of Hume, as well as low rates of water
for the environment.
During the remainder of winter and spring, Euston flow rates will depend on continued airspace
management releases from Hume Dam and unregulated tributary inflows, as well as water for the
environment passing through the River Murray channel downstream. In the ‘near-average’ and
wetter scenarios flow passing Euston may increase to much higher rates. However, these flow peaks
are the result of multiple systems contributing flows to the River Murray at similar times.
As of early July 2022, the upper Murrumbidgee storages were effectively spilling and, combined with
rainfall downstream of the storages, contributing significant unregulated flows into the River Murray.
Given high storages entering winter and spring, responsive catchment conditions and the 3-month
rainfall outlook suggesting likely wetter than median conditions, significant contributions from the
Murrumbidgee River are anticipated during winter and spring in the ‘moderate’ and wetter cases. If
dry conditions eventuate, unregulated inflows from the Murrumbidgee River are expected to reduce
to modest rates by early spring.
In the Goulburn System, the upper Goulburn storage, Eildon Dam, has a relatively high storage
volume in July 2022, compared with recent years. The Goulburn River System was fully regulated in
early July, with water for the environment providing elevated winter baseflows that will contribute to
flows into the lower River Murray System. Unregulated flows from the Goulburn System are
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anticipated in the ‘dry’ and ‘moderate’ scenarios at modest rates in late winter and spring. If ‘nearaverage’ inflow conditions occur, reasonable unregulated flows into the River Murray may occur. In
the wetter scenarios, it is possible that Eildon Dam will spill and, combined with natural river
responses downstream of the dam, result in significant unregulated inflows to the River Murray in
spring.
High unregulated inflows from the Goulburn and Murrumbidgee rivers are likely to occur when the
River Murray is also high, contributing to potential flooding impacts. As such, average monthly
Euston flows rates may reach above 50,000 ML/day in the ‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenarios during
spring and early summer.
In the drier scenarios, upstream flows recede and water for the environment supports spring flow
rates at Euston.
Across summer, the operational focus at Euston is around ensuring there is sufficient flow to meet
high summer consumptive demands. Unlike recent years, with Menindee Lakes forecast to remain
part of the shared resource throughout the water year in all but the ’extreme dry’ scenario,
summertime releases from Menindee Lakes will reduce the required Murray flows upstream of the
Darling Junction. This increases the chance of a delivery shortfall should heatwave conditions emerge
(delivery shortfalls occur when flow in the river is insufficient to meet all consumptive demands).
More information is provided in section 7.3. One way to reduce the risk of delivery shortfall is to
increase Murray flows and reduce Menindee releases. However, this is likely to come at a resource
cost with more water then prone to evaporation in Menindee Lakes. MDBA uses the flow
downstream of Euston to provide an indicative risk of shortfall. In all scenarios presented, Euston
flows are anticipated to average 5,000 ML/day over summer.
In previous years, a minimum flow rate of 5,000 ML/day was targeted at Euston Weir in high demand
scenarios to reduce the likelihood of short-term delivery shortfall in supply. The risk of a delivery
shortfall this year is considered low, but perhaps higher than recent years, given high anticipated
demands. Short-term spikes in demand may still occur, usually resulting from a sudden heatwave,
without sufficient time to make releases further upstream. In planning for deliveries over summer, if
a higher risk of shortfall is anticipated, Euston weir pool will be raised in advance to provide a source
of extra water in the mid-Murray to help mitigate short-term downstream supply issues should they
occur. The River Murray System Shortfall Response Plan outlines in more detail the steps MDBA will
take to manage the risk of a delivery shortfall.
As high upstream flows recede, average flows over Euston Weir are similar across the scenarios. This
is reflective of the balance of releases from Hume Dam and Inter Valley Trades to efficiently meet
system demands the length of the River Murray to the South Australian border, taking into account
releases from Menindee Lakes and managing Lake Victoria levels across summer and autumn. Flow
at Euston is greatest in the ‘very wet’ scenario, as unregulated tributary inflow continues, primarily
from the Murrumbidgee River.
Given the high storage in Lake Victoria, the availability of Menindee Lakes and Inter Valley Trades, a
system shortfall is less likely to occur this year, particularly in the scenarios where Menindee Lakes
continues as a part of the River Murray resource throughout 2022-23 which occurs in all but the
‘extreme dry’ scenario.
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Figure 13: Euston Weir flow outlook
Note: Flow rates are an average daily flow within the month and do not represent peak flow rates.

6.6 Lake Victoria
Lake Victoria is a key regulating storage in the River Murray System. The storage is drawn upon over
summer and autumn to supplement River Murray flows. This ensures all lower system demands,
including South Australian Entitlement, can be met during peak demand periods. Lake Victoria is
therefore generally managed to reach its highest volume during late-spring or early summer.
A critical consideration that influences the use of Lake Victoria is that it must be managed to
minimise disturbance to Aboriginal cultural heritage material and any burials exposed by erosion of
the foreshore must be protected. The MDBA will aim to fulfil the intent of the Lake Victoria
Operating Strategy (LVOS) and the Lake Victoria Cultural Landscape Plan of Management (revised
2007) that are required by the Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit issued by the New South Wales DPE
to achieve this objective.
The LVOS requires the period of time that the water level in Lake Victoria is held high to be
minimised. The LVOS aims to minimise wave erosion at high lake levels and allow for revegetation to
protect important cultural heritage. Under all scenarios presented in this outlook, EWHs plan to use
environmental entitlements to undertake a directed release from Lake Victoria of up to 100 GL. The
action not only provides environmental outcomes in the lower River Murray it also provides benefit
to the Lake Victoria shoreline by reducing the level and duration of high lake levels, without
impacting overall water availability. The volume EWHs are debited is equal to the airspace in Lake
Victoria, up to 100 GL, at the end of the unregulated flow period. This action is available to EWHs
under the Objectives and Outcomes for the River Murray System (SO&O 9(4)).
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Therefore, under all scenarios, Lake Victoria storage volume peaks up to 100 GL below full supply
level (see Figure 14).
By the end of June 2022, Lake Victoria storage was 385 GL (57% capacity) and being operated in
accordance with the LVOS while River Murray flows were unregulated. In July, Lake Victoria was
being actively managed to enhance unregulated flow outcomes across the South Australian border,
in accordance with the LVOS, with unregulated flows forecast to continue to end-August under the
driest inflow case. A drying trend in conditions observed in July means that Lake Victoria will begin to
gradually refill in all scenarios in August (Figure 14).
As inflow scenarios increase and sufficient volume is in transit in the River Murray System to ensure
the continued filling of Lake Victoria, the LVOS dictates that the storage should be drawn down and
filled at the conclusion of unregulated flows in the Murray. This ensures that erosion to the foreshore
of Lake Victoria has been minimised without compromising water availability (as the storage is
effectively full when unregulated flows cease).
In the ‘near-average’ and wetter scenarios, sufficient volume is in transit to guarantee filling Lake
Victoria to the degree that the storage can be drawn down again in spring as per the LVOS. Under
these scenarios unregulated flows persist into late spring/early summer. In the ‘moderate’ and drier
scenarios, the rate of filling Lake Victoria is delayed during spring as there are sufficient upstream
flows to do so. At the conclusion of unregulated flows, Lake Victoria reaches full supply level minus
the volume of directed release from Lake Victoria.
In the ‘very wet’ scenario, unregulated system flows continue in the lower River Murray such that
Lake Victoria is effectively spilling throughout 2022-23 and lake levels are managed below the LVOS
maximum.
As unregulated flows cease and Lake Victoria storage peaks, lake levels decline as the storage is
operated to support lower River Murray system demands.
Given the storage volume in the Menindee Lakes, harmony operations between Menindee Lakes and
Lake Victoria are triggered under all cases. The harmony operation aims to balance the delivery of
entitlements and water orders to the southern Basin states by ensuring supply to South Australia,
maximising the availability of water and minimising the loss of water through evaporative losses from
the Menindee Lakes Storage. Evaporation in Menindee is reduced by managing releases from the
storage to Lake Victoria according to an end of month trigger storage level in Lake Victoria, taking
into consideration River Murray flows. More information on the harmony operation at Menindee
Lakes is described in the Menindee releases section (section 6.7.1).
The harmony rules aim to complement additional dilution flows to South Australia. More information
is provided in Section 6.8.
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Figure 14: Lake Victoria storage outlook
Note: Lake Victoria volume does not reach FSL under the ‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenarios because it has been assumed that
as unregulated flows recede, the additional volume to fill to FSL is not captured in Lake Victoria but instead delivered to SA
as environmental use (see more details in text below).

The anticipated demands in all cases except the ‘very wet’ scenario necessitate spring and summer
transfers from upstream to slow the fall of Lake Victoria. This year, transfers are assumed from
Menindee Lakes in all cases (see section 6.7). Transfers from Hume up to the capacity of the Barmah
Choke are required in summer to manage Lake Victoria levels in the ‘extreme dry’ scenario, with
reduced rates required in increasing inflow scenarios (see section 6.4.3). In the ‘near-average’ and
drier cases, transfers around the Choke via MIL infrastructure are also assumed. In all scenarios
prepared for this outlook, Lake Victoria is expected to be gradually drawn down during summer and
autumn in a manner that is consistent with the LVOS and to supply flow requirements into South
Australia.
Under the two drier cases Lake Victoria levels require sustained transfers to manage storage levels
across the 2022-23 water year. In the ‘extreme dry’ scenario, the lake may be drawn down to very
low levels, near 160 GL by the end of March.
A further consideration relating to Lake Victoria operations is Clause 103 of the Murray–Darling Basin
Agreement, which requires that the first 250 GL of minimum reserve be held in Lake Victoria at the
end of each May. This obligation can be waived by Ministerial Council in exceptional dry periods (as it
was in the 2019–20 water year) as a potential water saving measure, as a lower storage volume is
subject to reduced evaporative loss and increases the potential future capture of tributary inflows.
With wetter conditions across the previous water year and consequent high storage levels, as well as
forecast wet conditions for the start of 2022-23, all scenarios in this AOO assume that the
requirement to hold the first 250 GL of minimum reserve in Lake Victoria will be met. In the
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‘moderate’ and drier scenarios, a combination of Menindee Lakes releases, Inter Valley Trade and
Hume transfers are required to assist in meeting the end of May minimum reserve.

6.7 Menindee Lakes Storage
On 1 July 2022, the Menindee Lakes Storage volume was 1,900 GL (110% capacity). The storage is
surcharged and WaterNSW are managing releases for airspace and to capture the peak of inflows
arriving from significant rainfall in the upper Darling catchment. Airspace releases are being managed
via Weir 32 to the lower Darling River and to the Great Darling Anabranch via Cawndilla Outlet
Regulator. The storage is expected to remain surcharged while inflows continue. Considering
catchments in the northern Basin are wet and the BoM’s 3 month outlook for above average rainfall
(see Section 5.9.1), inflows into the Menindee Lakes are likely to continue into spring 2022 and
potentially beyond.
The storage volume in Menindee Lakes above 480 GL is available as part of the shared River Murray
System water resource. Once the lakes’ combined storage drops below 480 GL, the MDBA can no
longer call on water to contribute to meeting demands in the River Murray System. Under these
conditions the Menindee Lakes storage is managed by WaterNSW to safeguard local water supplies.
Water stored in Menindee Lakes is not available to meet River Murray System requirements until the
volume reaches 640 GL again.
The Objectives and Outcomes document identify releasing water from Menindee Lakes in preference
to Hume to save evaporative losses. In this outlook, given the high starting storage and inflows
anticipated to continue, evaporative losses are estimated to be high and range between 550 GL and
680 GL.
In the ‘moderate’ and drier cases, the outlook assumes that by late spring inflows to Menindee Lakes
recede to much lower rates for the remainder of 2022-23, with inflows in the ‘extreme dry’ scenario
receding to negligible rates by summer 2022-23. In the ‘near-average’ scenario inflows remain near
rates observed in June/July 2022, before receding to low rates by summer. In the two wettest
scenarios, inflows to the lakes continue throughout 2022-23.
Under all scenarios, Menindee Lakes Storage level remains surcharged until spring (Figure 15). In the
“dry” and “extremely dry” scenarios, the Menindee Lakes Storage level declines as transfers
commence to meet River Murray System requirements in spring. Under the ‘dry’ scenario, the
storage level declines to low levels, near 640 GL by the end of May 2023. In the ‘extreme dry’
scenario Menindee Lakes Storage volume reaches the 480 GL trigger in late autumn, at which time
the MDBA is not permitted to call on further water to meet River Murray demands.
In the ‘moderate’ case, airspace management releases would be required until late spring at which
time River Murray unregulated flows recede and transfers from Menindee Lakes commence. In the
‘near-average’ scenario, spill from Menindee Lakes recedes by early summer and transfers begin. In
both cases, the storage is drawn upon for the remainder of 2022-23.
As modest inflows continue, the storage level declines across summer and autumn, yet the total
Menindee Lakes Storage volume remains above the 480 GL storage trigger in both the ‘near-average’
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and ‘moderate’ cases. As such, in these scenarios, the lakes continue to be part of the shared River
Murray resource throughout 2022-23 and into the following water year.
Inflows are significantly greater in the wetter cases. The Menindee Lakes Storage remains surcharged
into summer contributing to the total available water resource. During summer, the storage is
actively managed by WaterNSW to normal Full Supply Level in line with the Menindee Lakes
operating rules. From February, the lakes can again be surcharged and may be operated to do so,
depending on inflows from the upper Darling catchment.
In the ‘wet’ scenario, airspace management releases at the storage reduce such that transfers to the
River Murray System commence during summer and continue for the remainder of the water year.
However, upstream inflows increase, and the storage is surcharged to maximise water availability for
the following year. The Menindee Lakes spill throughout 2022-23 in the ‘very wet’ scenario as inflows
continue. In this case, airspace releases and flood operations continue to be undertaken by
WaterNSW.

Figure 15: Menindee Lakes' storage outlook

As a general practice, inflows to Menindee Lakes can be expected to be stored preferentially in Lakes
Wetherell and then Pamamaroo (up to their surcharge level), followed by Lake Menindee and Lake
Cawndilla.
It is important to note that the 6 inflow scenarios presented in this outlook assume that both the
Murray and Darling system inflows are aligned. For example, the ‘wet’ scenario assumes both the
Murray and Darling inflows follow a ‘wet’ 25% Annual Exceedance Probability. In reality, rarely do
Murray and Darling inflows behave similarly between months and across a water year. The BoM 3month outlook suggest that both the Murray and Darling catchments are likely to experience higher
than average rainfall. However, should actual catchment inflows in the northern and southern Basin
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be inconsistent, the operation of Menindee Lakes and the Murray System will follow the same rules
as the scenarios in this document, yet the resulting releases and storage levels may be quite different
to what is shown in the scenarios presented. Potential implications of this are discussed in Section
7.2. Operations will be adjusted accordingly, noting that priority is generally given to releases from
Menindee Lakes before other lower evaporative loss headwater storages.

Releases from the Menindee Lakes Storage
Releases from Menindee Lakes (Figure 16) to the lower Darling River will be attributed to the
respective allocations of New South Wales and Victoria according to Clause 120 of the Murray–
Darling Basin Agreement. Given the high volume in Menindee Lakes at the start of the water year,
the MDBA will use water to supply the River Murray System in all scenarios. Only in the ‘extreme dry’
case are releases limited as the storage volume falls below 480 GL late in the 2022-23 water year.
The timing that the MDBA will start releases from Menindee Lakes during 2022-23 will be dependent
on the timing of unregulated flow ending on the River Murray. Once releases are required to support
River Murray System demands, the release is guided by the Specific Objective and Outcome for
harmony operations of the Menindee Lakes Storage and Lake Victoria (SO&O 12(2)) and Additional
Dilution Flows (ADF) to South Australia (SO&O 12(3)).
Harmony operation procedures reduce evaporative losses whilst minimising the chance of spill from
Lake Victoria by setting out ‘trigger’ storage volumes in Lake Victoria for the end of each month
(Table 12). If Lake Victoria storage is forecast to be below these volumes during fully regulated
periods, then water should be released from Menindee Lakes and transferred to Lake Victoria.
ADF to South Australia occurs in all scenarios in response to the high storage levels in Dartmouth,
Hume and Menindee Lakes. The ADF increases the required delivery to South Australia by 3,000
ML/day as long as the upstream storage triggers continue to be met. ADF aims to reduce river
salinities in South Australia without significantly impacting on water availability. Table 13 outlines the
monthly Menindee Lakes storage triggers for ADF. Table 14 outlines the potential commencement of
transfers from Menindee Lakes.
Table 12: End of month 'trigger' storage volumes (GL) in Lake Victoria to initiate harmony transfers from Menindee Lakes

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

660

500

140

180

180

180

180

340

500

680

680

680

Table 13: Menindee Lakes Storage trigger volumes (GL) for additional dilution flow to South Australia

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

1,300

1,300

1,300

1,300

1,300

1,650

1,650

1,500

1,300

1,300

1,300

1,300
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Table 14: Projected commencement of significant releases from Menindee Lakes

Scenario

Menindee Transfers to River
Murray system

Reason

Extreme dry

September

Triggered by Menindee and Lake Victoria
harmony rules & Additional Dilution Flow to
South Australia to November 2022.

Dry

September

Triggered by Menindee and Lake Victoria
harmony rules & Additional Dilution Flow to
South Australia to November 2022.

Moderate

November

Triggered by Menindee and Lake Victoria
harmony rules & Additional Dilution Flow to
South Australia to January 2023.

Near average

December

Triggered by Menindee and Lake Victoria
harmony rules & Additional Dilution Flow to
South Australia to February 2023.

Wet

January

Triggered by Menindee and Lake Victoria
harmony rules & Additional Dilution Flow to
South Australia throughout 2022-23.

Very wet

Not Required

Airspace management/flood operations

The actual releases made from Menindee Lakes and the subsequent levels in Lake Victoria will
consider the need to protect cultural heritage at Lake Victoria (as per the LVOS), as well as longerterm security of water supply in the lower Darling should there be a return to extreme dry
conditions. As such, Menindee Lakes’ release rates assumed in this outlook aim to draw as much
water as is reasonably practicable from Lakes Menindee and Cawndilla. This would leave more water
available in Lakes Pamamaroo and Wetherell, and thereby protect water for the Menindee and lower
Darling River communities should low inflows return and persist for multiple years.
The decision to release any water from Menindee Lakes to supply Murray System requirements will
be undertaken in consultation with WaterNSW. Actual release rates will be managed in a way that
seeks to provide ecological benefits to the lower Darling River while meeting downstream
requirements. The MDBA will keep the local community informed of release plans across 2022-23.
A Specific Objective of operating the Menindee Lakes is to use the available water in this storage in
preference to the upstream Murray storages, such as Hume and Dartmouth reservoirs, due to higher
evaporation and loss rates at Menindee.
In releasing water from Menindee Lakes, a trade-off exists between minimising evaporation
(maximising water availability for Murray entitlement holders) and maximising water held in the
upper two lakes (Pamamaroo and Wetherell) in the event of a return to prolonged dry conditions. In
the coming months MDBA will seek guidance from state governments on the balance between these
objectives which may alter the release rates from Menindee Lakes. This is discussed further in 7.2.
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Under all scenarios, if lower Darling River flows are below downstream environmental targets, a
modest volume of water is released on behalf of EWHs to benefit the health of the lower Darling
River (see Section 5.10.9).
As at the start of July 2022, WaterNSW is releasing significant volumes from Menindee Lakes to
manage airspace. These airspace releases are directed by WaterNSW and in general will be managed
to pass inflows while the Lakes are close to or surcharged above the full supply level and to mitigate
peak inflows where possible.
In the ‘dry’ and ‘extreme dry’ scenarios, airspace management releases continue until August, as flow
rates slowly recede back to regulated releases. As inflow scenarios increase in the ‘moderate’ and
‘near-average’ scenarios, the period of airspace management extends into spring. Spill releases in the
‘near-average’ scenario continue at rates similar to those observed in June/July, before receding back
to regulated rates in late spring.
In the ‘dry’ and ‘extreme dry’ scenarios, ADF and harmony transfers to Lake Victoria initiate
regulated releases from Menindee Lakes in September 2022 to meet River Murray System demands.
Around 1,300 GL is transferred from the Menindee Lakes in the ‘dry’ and ‘extreme dry’ cases. Yet, in
the ‘extreme dry’ scenario the total Storage volume falls below 480 GL at the end of May 2023, at
which point the MDBA can no longer access water from Menindee Lakes.
In these cases where total storage falls below 480 GL, the water in Menindee Lakes will be managed
by New South Wales to safeguard local water supplies and to supply lower Darling irrigators. Local
water availability for lower Darling entitlement holders will continue to be determined by New South
Wales DPE in accordance with New South Wales policy.
ADF and harmony transfers to Lake Victoria trigger Menindee Lakes releases in November 2022 in
the ‘moderate’ scenario and December 2022 in the ‘near-average’ scenario. Under these scenarios,
800-1,000 GL is released to support River Murray System demands, with the total volume in
Menindee Lakes remaining above 800 GL by the end of May 2023 in both cases.
In the ‘wet’ and ‘very wet’ scenarios, high continuing upstream flows are likely to require additional
releases from the Menindee Lakes to manage airspace. If inflows increase significantly, releases into
the lower Darling River may occur at much higher rates than already observed in July 2022. In the
‘very wet’ case, airspace management releases could be required throughout 2022-23. WaterNSW
manage flood operations at the Menindee Lakes System.
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Figure 16: Menindee Lakes' release outlook
Note: Flow rates are an average daily flow within the month and do not represent peak flow rates.
Storage operations at the Menindee Lakes are managed by New South Wales. Planning and implementation of any releases
for either New South Wales lower Darling requirements or to meet MDBA flow requirements in the Murray will be
managed under government agreed operating objectives, including the requirements of the Murray-Darling Basin
Agreement.

Generally, regulated release rates from Menindee Lakes will be mostly less than about 6,000 ML/day
at Weir 32 to minimise river losses and to preferentially draw from Lakes Menindee and Cawndilla.
However, regulated releases of up to 9,000 ML/day at Weir 32 may be implemented if required or as
part of an environmental action and there is sufficient ecological rationale to do so.
Limited volumes of environmental water are assumed to be required at times when releases of
operational water are occurring to meet River Murray System requirements. During such times,
releases of operational water will likely be co-ordinated to benefit the ecology of the lower Darling
River.
If Menindee Lakes are surcharged, and higher releases are not needed to meet demand or are not
triggered by the harmony procedures between Menindee Lakes and Lake Victoria, the average
minimum release is 500 ML/day (compared with 200–350 ML/day when Menindee is not
surcharged).

6.7.1.1 Great Darling Anabranch
As of July 2022, WaterNSW was managing airspace releases to the Great Darling Anabranch via the
Lake Cawndilla outlet regulator at rates near 1,900 ML/day. Under all scenarios airspace
management releases will continue into the Great Darling Anabranch until upstream inflows subside
and regulated releases commence at similar rates.
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When Menindee Lakes is fully regulated, EWHs are planning to release available environmental
entitlements from Lake Cawndilla into the Great Darling Anabranch during spring and summer. In all
scenarios up to 130 GL of environmental entitlement is anticipated to be released from Lake
Cawndilla. The Great Darling Anabranch enters the River Murray downstream of Wentworth. In the
‘very wet’ scenario, releases down the Anabranch are made to manage spill. In the ‘moderate’ to
‘wet’ scenario, volumes that enter the Murray may be credited to environmental water holders and
passed into South Australia. Alternatively, in drier scenarios, volumes that enter the Murray may be
re-regulated in Lake Victoria if environmental water managers agree.
Planning around releases from Lake Cawndilla will continue over coming months. With agreement
from state governments, alternative release strategies may be pursued.

6.8 Flow to South Australia
The full South Australian Entitlement of 1,850 GL (696 GL Dilution and Loss (conveyance) + 1,154 GL
Entitlement volume from which allocations are made) is assumed in all scenarios (Table 7). When
South Australia is allocated full Entitlement, their monthly volume of Entitlement is delivered as set
out in clause 88 of the Murray–Darling Basin Agreement.
Any additional water traded to South Australia will also be supplied in addition to the South
Australian Entitlement flow. Any water traded out of South Australia will reduce the monthly
Entitlement flow volumes in some months.
Assumed deferral of South Australian Entitlement, and potential delivery of previously deferred
water, is discussed in Section 5.6.
Additional Dilution Flow (ADF) to South Australia is triggered in all scenarios as discussed in Section
6.7.1.
At the beginning of July 2022, flow across the South Australian border was well above Entitlement
with unregulated flows exceeding 40,000 ML/day. As shown in Figure 17, in all cases, flow across the
border is expected to remain unregulated until August at the earliest, due to airspace releases from
Hume Dam and Menindee Lakes and unregulated tributary inflows. In the ‘near-average’ and wetter
cases, unregulated flow rates increase, potentially to significantly high rates during spring. It is
important to note that flows assumed in the ‘very wet’ scenario would require very wet inflows to
occur at Hume, Menindee and in the Goulburn and Murrumbidgee Rivers at similar times.
As unregulated flows recede and flow across the South Australian border returns to regulated
conditions, the required flow is above normal Entitlement for much of the year due to delivery of
ADF, trades and water for the environmental from upstream environmental watering actions. As
Menindee Lakes Storage is drawn down, ADF ends in December in the ‘extreme dry’ case and by
February in the ‘near-average’ case. ADF remains triggered throughout 2022-23 in the ‘wet’ and ‘very
wet scenario’. However, in the ‘very wet’ scenario, unregulated flows are anticipated to continue
throughout the year.
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Figure 17: Flow to South Australia outlook

In all scenarios, significant volumes of water for the environment, ranging from 350 GL in the ‘very
wet’ scenario to 1,080 GL in the ‘near average’, are expected to be delivered to South Australia in
addition to the South Australian Entitlement (see Section 5.10.10).

6.9 Lower Lakes and Barrage operation
Management of flows and water levels from the South Australia Border to the Murray Mouth is the
responsibility of the SA Department for Environment and Water (DEW) in collaboration with SA
Water. DEW, in exercising their responsibilities takes account of system and other advice provided by
the MDBA and any arrangements agreed between the CEWO and DEW on the use and delivery of
their environmental entitlements.
The information presented in this outlook is restricted to the Lower Lakes and the Coorong with the
aim of capturing the key operational activities likely to be expected of DEW for 2022-23. Operation of
the barrages and water releases are consistent with the operating policy and strategy for the
barrages. Delivery of water is undertaken in consultation with environmental water holders,
scientists and community members to ensure optimal release outcomes are achieved.

Lower Lakes
Lakes Alexandrina and Albert (the Lower Lakes) are upstream of 5 barrages which are located at
Goolwa, Mundoo, Boundary Creek, Ewe Island and Tauwitchere in South Australia. Geographically,
the operation of the barrages has an impact on water levels in the Lower River Murray (below Lock 1
at Blanchetown, SA), Lower Lakes, Coorong and Murray Mouth.
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At the beginning of June 2022, the 5-day average level of the Lower Lakes was 0.64 m AHD. The
delivery of water for the environment over the coming months, and potential unregulated flows in
most scenarios, is likely to help build lake levels towards full supply during winter and allow releases
to the Coorong when conditions permit.
With full Entitlement flow to South Australia, it is expected that the water level of the Lower Lakes
will be managed between 0.50 and 0.85 m AHD. However, water availability, localised weather and
tidal conditions may result in water levels temporarily outside this range. Whilst modelling
undertaken by SA DEW (in June 2022) suggests that the Lower Lakes won’t fall below 0.4 m AHD in
2022-23 under any scenario, at any time water levels fall below 0.4 m AHD the planning phase of the
Ministerial Council approved Drought Emergency Framework for Lakes Alexandrina and Albert is
triggered to preserve water levels in the Lower Lakes.
If sufficient volumes of unregulated flows occur, then higher flows to the Coorong and Murray
Mouth will be delivered. Actions such as water level cycling may also be pursued to reduce salinity
levels, particularly in Lake Albert. Following the end of the Millennium Drought, this action combined
with increased volumes of water for the environmental being delivered has assisted with the export
of salt from Lake Albert.
Since late 2011, managed releases of water through the barrages have been undertaken in such a
way as to seasonally vary the level of the Lower Lakes between 0.50 and 0.85 m AHD (Figure 18). This
action provides raising and drawdown in the Lower Lakes wetlands, with resultant breeding
opportunities for threatened fish, frogs and waterbirds. It also helps to support barrage releases
through summer if enough water is provided for an early summer surcharge. However, at times it has
been very difficult to implement releases through the barrages because of high water levels in the
Coorong due to rapidly changing wind, tidal and storm influences.
Management of water levels and operations will be guided by the DEW Barrage Operating Strategy
and Barrage Water Level Management Policy.
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Figure 18: Average monthly Lower Lakes’ levels since 2010–11
(Not all years displayed for clarity of graph)

There are multiple objectives that can be achieved by barrage management actions. Key objectives
include managing water for the environment to avoid the water level of the Lower Lakes falling
below 0.4 m AHD while also maximising, to the extent possible, barrage releases into the Coorong,
particularly during the spring and summer periods. Barrage releases seek to export salt from the
Lower Lakes, manage salinity and water levels in the Coorong, help flush sand through the Murray
Mouth and target a number of beneficial ecological outcomes across the Coorong, Lower Lakes and
Murray Mouth system such as improving the health of bird life, providing conditions suitable for fish
recruitment and other key aquatic plant and animal species.
Barrage fishways will be operated as the first priority for releases throughout 2022-23, with adjacent
bays operated to provide fish attractant flow when sufficient water is available and when seasonally
appropriate. When larger volumes are available, releases may be prioritised through Tauwitchere
and Ewe Island barrages to influence salinity and water levels in the Coorong. Depending on the
objectives for the delivery of water for the environment, there may be instances where water
released from Goolwa barrage is prioritised over Tauwitchere barrage. During winter, priority may be
given to higher releases through Goolwa barrage to enable fish passage, flow along the Goolwa
Channel and the continued opening of the Murray Mouth. Barrage releases will aim to minimise sand
ingress through the Murray Mouth where possible.
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7 Risks and opportunities
7.1 Flooding in the River Murray System
Floods are a natural occurrence along the Murray and contribute to floodplain and river health.
However, floods can also cause damage and present challenges for river communities and the
environment.
At the start of July 2022, Dartmouth storage volume is high and Hume Dam and Menindee Lakes are
spilling. Flows in the River Murray System are currently unregulated and at relatively high rates,
particularly with the addition of unregulated tributary flows from the Murrumbidgee River. Some
areas in the lower River Murray have already approached minor flood levels. With the BOM outlook
indicating that rainfall is likely to be higher than average, flooding on the River Murray System is
likely this water year.
The scenarios analysed (section 6) identify an increased risk for flooding to occur in 2022-23 in the
River Murray System. This is a result of high storage levels, the wet and responsive catchment
conditions and the BoM outlook for above average rainfall for winter and spring. These conditions
may contribute to high storage inflows and spill from Dartmouth, Hume and Menindee Lakes this
year. This increased potential for flooding will require a focus on actively managing storage filling
rates. The AOO provides an indication on the likelihood of storages spilling and projects volumes of
spill on a monthly basis. This modelling does not provide a prediction of peak flood flows and is not
suitable for emergency planning activities.
During floods, the MDBA will coordinate with the BoM to provide advice on current and expected
dam releases that will inform flood warnings issued by the BoM. It is important to note that the BoM
remains the agency responsible for issuing all flood warnings and that flood flows along the Murray
are also highly dependent on tributary inflows that occurs downstream of Hume Dam, which can be
very significant. During any large flood event, the MDBA will also coordinate with key emergency
response agencies such as the Police and State Emergency Services (SES) on dam operations to assist
them in managing community risks and flood impacts. The MDBA will also brief the community
immediately downstream of Hume Dam on operations.
In addition to impacts from flood inundation, floods along the Murray can also result in water quality
issues. These issues are discussed in section 7.4.
More information on flooding in the Murray-Darling Basin, including overviews of the approach to
flood operations at Hume Dam and Dartmouth Dam is provided on the MDBA website.

Management of storages during floods
The operations and assets of the River Murray System are controlled by a joint venture of the
Australian, New South Wales, Victorian and South Australian governments. These 4 governments are
responsible for high-level decisions and have appointed the Murray–Darling Basin Authority to direct
daily operations and manage infrastructure.
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The 4 governments require that the MDBA manage floods to meet the following objectives set out in
section 4(3) of the Objectives and Outcomes for the River Murray (in priority order):
1. protect the structural integrity and safety of the dam
2. maximise water availability (i.e. fill the storage to at least 99% of capacity if inflows are
sufficient to do so by the end of the event)
3. limit flood damage to downstream communities and increase benefits to the environment
and public amenity.
During flood operations, the MDBA direct releases from Dartmouth and Hume storage in accordance
with the flood operating procedures. The priority focus is operating storage structures safely during
flood operations. The Menindee Lakes are managed by WaterNSW during flood operations.
The MDBA operate Dartmouth Dam and Yarrawonga Weir in coordination with Goulburn Murray
Water; at Hume Reservoir the MDBA operate during floods in coordination with WaterNSW.
There is little mitigation during floods at the other locks and weirs in the River Murray System and
the lower Darling River. The MDBA work with structure operators to protect the assets as the highest
priority. When high unregulated flows in the River Murray downstream of Yarrawonga Weir reach
certain flow rates, the weir is removed such that the river is ‘free flowing’.
During larger overbank flow events, the level of Lake Mulwala and releases from Yarrawonga
Weir will be managed in accordance with flood operating procedures, being mindful of
environmental water proposals. Generally speaking, large inflow events can be expected to be
passed ‘straight through’ Lake Mulwala in winter-spring with little mitigation as is the normal
practice.

7.2 Approach to operating Menindee Lakes
The MDBA is required to call water from Menindee Lakes when the storage contributes to the shared
River Murray water resource (before it falls below the 480 GL total storage trigger level). This
obligation is defined in the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement (the Agreement) of the Water Act 2007,
and the ‘Objectives and Outcomes for River Operations in the River Murray System’ (O&O). The O&O
defines the operating rules, as agreed by the state governments, for how the MDBA operates River
Murray System.
The rules defining how the MDBA requests releases from the Menindee Lakes are outlined in the
O&O. Specifically, the following General Objectives and Outcomes apply:
1. Water storage and delivery and accounting
o Operate the River Murray System efficiently and effectively in order to delivery
deliver State water entitlements O&O 4(2ai)).
o Maximise water available to Southern Basin States O&O 4(2aii))
2. People and communities
o To contribute to, and have regard for the economic, social, environmental and
cultural activities and values of people using the River Murray System O&O 4(4ii)
3. Environment (O&O 4(5))
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o

Risk of significant adverse environmental events reduced O&O 4(5iv).

The Objectives and Outcomes relating to Menindee Lakes require consideration of trade-offs
between operating the River Murray System efficiently to maximise water availability for Murray
entitlements with preserving water in Menindee Lakes to underpin lower Darling flows and manage
environmental risks. However, the Objectives and Outcomes prioritise Objective and Outcome 1,
over Objectives and Outcomes 2 and 3.
This prioritisation is not supported by the Lower Darling community. Specifically, the Lower Darling
community has expressed concerns relating to the use of water from the Menindee Lakes. These
include:
•
•
•
•

Concerns that the current rules no longer achieve the originally intended outcomes given
the significant reduction in the long-term inflows to the Menindee Lakes,
Greater priority should be given to maintenance of critical human water needs,
Risk of environmental damage through fish kills and poor water quality,
Constraints to higher regulated flows which would provide environmental and economic
benefits.

The MDBA will operate the Menindee Lakes System giving consideration to local community
concerns to the extent the Objectives and Outcomes permit. This will include:
•

•
•

Maximising River Murray System efficiency by minimising evaporative losses and being
efficient in delivery to meet River Murray System demands. This is achieved by preferencing
Menindee Lakes releases over releases from Hume Dam as outlined in the Murray-Darling
Basin Agreement and O&O document,
Ordering water in a way that balances community and environmental needs while
maximising water availability,
Maximise the use of water from Lake Menindee and Cawndilla so that as much water as
possible is held in the upper two Lakes (Wetherell and Pamamaroo) once the lakes drop to
480 GL.

The MDBA will continuously revise forecasts and operational plans to determine the volume, timing
and location of water released from Menindee Lakes to support the River Murray System. This
process will be on-going and will take account of the many operating requirements discussed.

7.3 Delivery risks
Shortfall Risk
If demands in the mid and lower Murray system are higher than the volume able to be delivered,
then a ‘shortfall’ could arise. That is, demands may become greater than the volume of water
available in the river and water users’ access to water may be reduced. A ‘delivery shortfall’ occurs
when actual water use is higher than it was forecast to be when river water was released from
storages, weeks earlier, to meet the forecast needs for irrigation and environmental water. A ‘system
shortfall’ occurs when the combined capacity of the system is unable to supply all downstream
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requirements over the full season. More information on water demand (shortfalls) is available on the
MDBA website.
Shortfall risks are routinely assessed as part of operating the River Murray System. Shortfall risks are
mitigated where possible by implementing actions that include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preparing and reviewing this operating outlook
Managing the Barmah Choke trade restriction
Reviewing forecast demands in consultation with States
Reviewing weather and tributary inflow forecasts
Optimising the use of water from the Menindee Lakes system (when available)
Reviewing minimum flow targets and storage targets in Lake Victoria under a range of
scenarios
Use of Choke bypasses (Murray Irrigation Limited and Goulburn-Murray Water irrigation
networks and escapes)
Strategic delivery of IVT water from tributaries downstream of the Choke within ecological
tolerances
Drawing on weir pool or mid-river storages to meet periods of peak demand; and
Under exceptional circumstances, transferring water at rates above channel capacity through
the Choke (not anticipated in any scenarios presented in this outlook).

The River Murray Shortfall Response Plan (SRP) details the steps taken to monitor the risk of a
shortfall developing, the mitigation measures available to reduce the risk or the impact of any
shortfall, and the actions to be taken as the risk increases.
The MDBA continues to work with the partner governments to better understand system capacity
risks and the factors driving change. From this work, the MDBA and partner governments will
develop and assess appropriate management responses.

Capacity considerations for Barmah Choke
There are a number of physical constraints in the River Murray System that affect operations. The
major constraint is the Barmah Choke (Choke) which is made up of 3 key flow constriction points: the
Tocumwal Choke, the Barmah Choke and the Edward Choke. Together, they restrict the channel
capacity of the River Murray and Edward River downstream of Edward and Gulpa offtakes. Together,
they restrict the release of consumptive water from Yarrawonga Weir to approximately
9,200 ML/day, which is the flow in the river when the Picnic Point water level is at 2.6 m local height.
Opening the gates on the regulators along the Murray in the Barmah-Millewa Forest allows more
water to be released from Yarrawonga Weir without exceeding 2.6 m on the local gauge at Picnic
Point. However, delivering operational overbank flows through the Barmah Forest in summer results
in high losses and poor environmental outcomes to the forest. Regulated flows exceeding 2.6m at
Picnic Point during summer are not expected under any scenario.
As described in section 6.4.3, the 6 scenarios described in this outlook indicate that delivering water
up to channel capacity through the Choke is unlikely to occur for extended periods when forest
regulators are closed.
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The Barmah Choke trade restriction is an important tool to manage pressure on the Barmah Choke,
by prohibiting the net trade of allocations from above the Barmah Choke to downstream. Without
this trade restriction, larger volumes of water could be traded downstream that unacceptably
increase the risk of system shortfalls. Under exceptional circumstances (i.e. extreme low water
availability), Schedule D of the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement authorises MDBA, after consultation
with BOC, to temporarily relax this trade restriction when there is negligible shortfall risk. The trade
restriction will be maintained throughout 2022-23 unless unexpected, exceptional circumstances
arise. Further information on the trade rule and the latest information on the current capacity to
trade across the Choke can be found on the MDBA website.

Capacity considerations in the Goulburn System
Historically, the MDBA called Goulburn IVT at high sustained flow rates through summer and autumn
to help meet system demands in the mid and lower Murray.
To limit environmental impacts to the lower Goulburn River, the Victorian government has requested
the MDBA limit the monthly call of Goulburn IVT from November to April. The Victorian Government
introduced an interim Goulburn to Murray operating plan at the start of the 2021-22 irrigation
season. The operating plan was developed in consultation with the MDBA, as part of the Goulburn to
Murray Trade Review. The operating plan set out how Goulburn IVT can be delivered over the course
of the year to ensure traded water can be delivered within the interim operating rule without
impacting on Murray entitlements. However, only small volumes of IVT were delivered from the
Goulburn Valley in 2021-22 due to extended periods of unregulated flows in the River Murray
System.
The Victorian Government implemented a new long-term trade rule for Goulburn to Murray IVT for
2022-23. The operating rule limits the daily flow rate of Goulburn Valley IVT between November and
June to reduce environmental impacts (see section 5.6.1).
The interim Goulburn IVT operating plan was developed based on joint MDBA and DELWP
assessment, taking into account potential impacts to system shortfall and delivery shortfall risks.
The AOO scenarios show that there is low risk of the Goulburn IVT operating rule contributing to
capacity issues in 2022-23. Under the ‘moderate’ and drier scenarios the MDBA call on Goulburn IVT
at rates up to the maximum monthly volumes set out in the operating plan to assist in meeting River
Murray System demands. In the wetter scenarios, the MDBA may only call on low volumes of
Goulburn IVT to support short term spikes in demands and only when the River Murray is fully
regulated.
Limits to rates of call on Goulburn IVT during peak demand periods is unlikely to elevate system
capacity and shortfall risks in most years, particularly when Menindee Lakes is a part of the River
Murray shared resource. However, in some years peak Murray demands (owing from Goulburn IVT
account) may be higher than the IVT volumes that can be delivered. Should this occur when there is
no remaining upstream Murray channel capacity (e.g. Barmah Choke at capacity), shortfall risks may
be increased.
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The MDBA will continue to support the states in determining the appropriate balance in the tradeoffs between environmental impacts and shortfall risks.

Delivery risk outlook for 2022-23
The 6 scenarios described in this outlook indicate that there is low risk of a system shortfall occurring
in 2022-23. The availability of stored water in the Menindee Lakes is an important aspect of the
reduced River Murray System shortfall risk this year.
Conversely, with Menindee Lakes available to help meet River Murray System demands, the outlook
has identified an elevated risk of delivery shortfalls occurring in the River Murray System upstream of
the Darling River junction across summer. This is because less water is needed to be released from
Hume to meet demands and flows in the River Murray may be lower upstream of the Darling
junction. As a result, at times there could be less water in transit to buffer against short spikes in high
demand.
The 6 scenarios presented demonstrate there is a relatively low risk of delivery shortfalls emerging in
2022-23. Planned releases from Yarrawonga Weir, access to Barmah-Choke bypass options and IVTs
should provide sufficient river flow to buffer against spikes in demand. However, if releases of water
from the Menindee Lakes are higher than currently assumed then delivery risks may be increased.
Higher releases from Menindee may occur if rain in the northern Basin contributes to further inflows
to the Menindee Lakes.
The MDBA will report on emerging system and delivery shortfall risks in 2022-23 via the River Murray
weekly reports. See the MDBA website for more information on shortfall management.

7.4 Water quality risks
Blue green algae
Blue-green algae (BGA) occur naturally in rivers and lakes of the Basin. When the conditions are right,
BGA can multiply quickly and form toxic algal blooms potentially impacting human health, industries
and the environment.
There is a high likelihood of BGA and other algae to bloom in the Lake Hume and downstream
reaches of the Murry River System and the Darling River. The algal blooms predominantly occur in
the months from October to June when the temperature and sunlight drive the rapid multiplication
of algae. Further details on BGA are available from the MDBA website.

Black water
Water quality issues can arise from flooding as water passes across floodplains that may not have
been wet for some time. Likely water quality issues associated with flooding are high turbidity,
blackwater and low dissolved oxygen levels. Floodwaters can entrain contaminants while the
breakdown of organic material can lead to the dissolved oxygen level in floodwater dropping below
thresholds for fish and other aquatic animals to survive.
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The likelihood for low dissolved oxygen events is greater if the overbank flow occurs during warmer
months. Further details about blackwater and low dissolved oxygen events are available from the
MDBA website.

Anoxic conditions in Lake Hume
During the 2019-20 bushfires, approximately 32% of the Lake Hume catchment was severely burnt
making it highly susceptible to increased mobilisation of sediment, ash, nutrients and other
contaminants into the Lake Hume following rainfall. This material also contains large amounts of
Dissolved Organic Carbon, iron and manganese.
With seasonally warmer temperatures, this material can trigger biological and chemical processes
within Lake Hume that can develop a significant layer of water with little or very low dissolved
oxygen. During the warmer months, Lake Hume typically becomes layered (thermally stratified) with
water having little or no dissolved oxygen occurring at a depth of approximately 20 metres, which is
around the same level as the Hume Dam outlets.
Stratification of Lake Hume can result in water being released with low dissolved oxygen levels. This
can have negative impacts on fish and macroinverterbrates and trigger additional treatment
requirements of the town water supply for Albury-Wodonga. Dissolved oxygen is routinely
monitored downstream of Hume. If low oxygen levels are detected mitigation measures will be
implemented.

Salinity
Salinity in the River Murray System continues to be managed within acceptable limits through the
operation of salt interception schemes and land use management that limits the ingress of saline
ground water to the river. However, during periods of very low flow, salinity in the lower Murray
below Murray Bridge and in the Darling River is likely to increase and to a level that negatively
impacts water supply for human consumption, industries, and the environment. The likelihood of a
high salinity event is low if river flows remain high. For further details on salinity management in the
Basin, visit the MDBA website. Salinity is expected to remain within acceptable bounds under all
scenarios.
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8 Maintenance, construction and community events
8.1 Maintenance and construction activity in 2022-23
Table 15: Significant works planned in 2022-23

Site

Status as at
1 July 2022

Period of construction

Critical flow (ML/day) that may prevent or
delay works

Dartmouth dam

Planned - high level outlet works

Multiple dates throughout 2022-23

Nominated flow unchanged

Hume dam

Planned – Irrigation penstocks and
emergency closure gates to be refurbished
(Hydro #3 and RMC Hydro/Limpet dates
plugs)

TBC

Storage level dependent, will impact on release
rates. Releases can be managed through other
outlets

Planned - Irrigation outlet maintenance – out
of service

TBC

N/A – Releases to be provided through hydro
station

Planned - Spillway annual gate maintenance
and patch painting

March to May 2023

N/A

Weir Regulating Gate maintenance

TBC

N/A – Flows to be passed through remaining
gates

Power station – shutdown for annual
maintenance

23 June to 24 July

N/A – Flows to be passed through weir gates

Planned – Offtake regulator remediation
investigations

TBC

N/A – work to be carried out during nonwatering event

Yarrawonga Weir

Koondrook-Perricoota
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Mildura -Merbein
Salt Interception Scheme

Planned pipe connection, shutdown of
pumps 3-7

23 July to 24 August

Kulnine – Lock 9

Carrs 1 Weir – SDL Construction to
commence

TBC

Carrs 2 Weir – SDL Construction to
commence

TBC

Lake Victoria

Outlet Regulator – stone dumping

Feb 23 to Mar 23

Lindsay – Mulcra EWMP

Mullaroo Regulator – gate inspection

TBC

Stoney Crossing Regulator – rock works

Feb 23 to Mar 23

Works on upstream rock in channel area

TBC

low flows required, fishways only, works are
ideally undertaken when flows are at minimum
entitlement or less than 12,000

Daily outages of short-term durations

Upper Potterwalkagee Regulator – rock
works
Murtho – Lock 6

Pipe Clay Creek Weir – bridge works on
Monoman and Chowilla creek bridges
Slaneys Creek Weir – bridge works on
Monoman and Chowilla creek bridges

Chowilla - EWMP

Chowilla Regulator - bridge works on
Monoman and Chowilla creek bridges

Renmark - Lock 5

Lock – dewater

TBC

30,000 ML/d max flow

Overland Corner – Lock 3

Lock - dewater

April to July 2023

N/A - Lock chamber closed to river traffic.
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Waikerie – Lock 2

Planned – Stone protection works
downstream of weir

October 2021

Reduced flow through Navigable pass and
sluice for periods. 20,000 ML/d max flow

Waikerie
Salt Interception scheme

New outfall to be installed

TBC – 5 days

Scheme to be turned off

Goolwa Barrage

Fishway

TBC – 1 week

Replacement baffle to be installed

Ewe Island Barrage

Hydraulic Gates

TBC – 2 weeks

all gates to be out of service to allow
changeover of hydraulic platforms

Tauwitchere Barrage

Hydraulic Gates

TBC – 2 weeks

all gates to be out of service to allow
changeover of hydraulic platforms

Woolpunda
Salt Interception Scheme
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8.2 Calendar of community events in 2022-23
The following table lists community events on the River Murray System that the MDBA has been notified of. Dates were correct at the time of publishing.
However, readers are advised to check the most recent information with the event organisers for community events (particularly in light of the ongoing impacts
of COVID-19), or the MDBA website for information on major works.
Community organisations that have events to add to this calendar can notify MDBA via email to operationsreplies@mdba.gov.au. Information on how the MDBA
takes account of recreational events in undertaking operations is available on the MDBA website.
Table 16: Community events that are planned or likely to occur in 2022-23

Month

Community events

June

10-12 June 2022 Dartmouth Cup Fishing Classic (Queen’s Birthday Weekend)

July
August
September
October

29-30 October 2022 – Ted Hurley Memorial Classic ski race, Wentworth. Website: skiracing.com.au

November

12 November 2022 – Beehag 100 ski race, Torrumbarry. Website: https://barriebeehag.com.au/
21-25 November 2022 – Massive Murray Paddle Yarrawonga to Swan Hill. Website: massivemurraypaddle.org.au

December

2-4 December 2022 – Yamaha Cod Classic Fishing Tournament, Lake Mulwala. Website: codclassic.com.au
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January

TBC January - Murray Bridge 110, Murray Bridge. Website: Ski Racing Victoria (waterskiracing.com)
TBC summer 2022-23 – Floatfest, Purnong, Website: www.floatfest.com.au

February

3 February 2023 – Riverland Dinghy Derby, Website: www.dinghyderby.com.au
10-12 February 2023 – Southern 80 water ski race, Echuca, Website: southern80.com.au
18-20 February 2023 – Deniliquin RSL Iron Jack fishing classic, Website: denifishingclassic.com.au

March

11-12 March 2023 – Robinvale 80 ski race, Website: waterskiracing.com
5 March 2023 – SA Carp Frenzy, Website: www.facebook.com/SACarpFrenzy/

April

8-9 April 2023 – Mildura 100 water ski race, Website: milduraskiclub.org (Easter)
10 April 2023 – Berri Hotel Murray Man Triathlon, Barmera. Website: www.murrayman.com.au

May
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9 Further information
This Annual Operating Outlook will be reissued if emerging conditions differ significantly from the
scenarios examined.
The outlooks presented in this AOO are based on modelled scenarios only.
Although they give a reasonable overall picture of how the River Murray System may be operated
under different climate and inflow conditions, the real world is more complex, and actual outcomes
will be different.
The system will not follow any one scenario and this outlook is used for planning purposes only, not
to predict what will actually happen as the year unfolds.
Updates on river operations within the water year will be provided in a number of forms, which can
be accessed via the MDBA website (mdba.gov.au) including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the MDBA Weekly Report on river operations
River Murray data
water in storage
forecasts in relation to storage, flow and salinity levels
media releases in relation to river operations
special circumstances reports.

Further information relating to river operations can also be found on the MDBA website.
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Office locations – First Nations Country
Adelaide – Kaurna Country
Canberra – Ngunnawal Country
Goondiwindi – Bigambul Country
Griffith – Wiradjuri Country
Mildura – Latji Latji Country
Murray Bridge – Ngarrindjeri Country
Toowoomba – Jarowair and Wakka Wakka Country
Wodonga – Dhudhuroa Country

mdba.gov.au

1800 630 114

engagement@mdba.gov.au

